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1. INTRODUCTION 
The group a, denotes the unique perfect central extension of A, by a 
group of order 2. Moreover, as in Refs. [5] and [6], a 2-group S is said to be 
of type X if S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of the group X. We note 
that if S is of type 2s , it is also of type A, since A^, and I& have isomorphic 
Sylow 2-subgroups. For the same reason, if S is of type a,, , it is also of ^ 
we 4, . 
The interest in groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of type as and a,,, stems 
largely from the fact that McLaughlin’s [12] recently discovered simple 
group (which we shall designate as nlr) of order 27 . 36 . j3 7 . 11 has 
Sylow 2-subgroups of type A^, , while more recent work of Richard Lyons 
has indicated that there very likely exists a new simple group with 
Sylow 2-subgroups of type a,,, having order 2s 3’ . 5” 7 11 31 37 67. 
At the time of the present writing, Lyons has shown that the character 
table of this “group ” is uniquely determined by their conditionsf 
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* Added in proof. The combined work of Lyons [I 81 and Sims [19] has now 
demonstrated the existence of a unique simple group in which the centralizer of an 
involution is isomorphic to a,, . 
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Thcrc is a considerable parallel between 111’ and the Lyons “group”, 
for each has onlv one conjugacv class of involutions and the centralizer of 
an involution is isomorphic rcspectivel!- to the group A^s and a,, . In fact, 
it was the structure of the centralizer of an involution in AI” which suggested 
the desirability of studying simple groups G in which the centralizer of an 
involution is isomorphic to A^,i for other values of I? besides II 8. As usual, 
the analysis of such groups does not require G to be simple, but only fusion- 
sinlple as this term is defined in Ref. [6] (viz., G O’(G) and Z”(G) 1). 
As for the cast 12 8, JankoP\\:ong [ 171 has recently shown that :13’ is the 
only fusion-simple group in which the centralizer of an involution is isomor- 
phic to A^, . Furthermore, Janko [9] and I,)ons [18] have shown that there _r 
exist no fusion-simple groups in which the centralizer of an involution is 
isomorphic to ,q,, for )I 9 or 10, respectiv+. ~lorcover, Thompson has 
recently established the same result for all IZ 12. Since the situation in the 
case II I 1 is presently incomplete, we shall here say that a fusion-simple 
group G is of Lyons type if G has only one conjugacq class of involutions and 
if the centralizer of an involution of G is isomorphic to A$,1 (The second 
condition actually implies the first, as MC‘ shall SW. 1Ioreover, as remarked 
above, the order of G as well as its character table is also uniquclp determined.) 
.I[” is 1); no means the only fusiowsimple group with S~low ?-sul~g~~oups 
of type A, . 111&d, each of the simple groups -II,, , .If,:, , PSL(4, y), 
q 5(mod 8), and F’S(i(4, 9), q 3(mod 8), t 2 1 11 e SUCil Sylo\v ?-subgroups 
as do the fusion-simple, but nonsimple groups ‘.I6 I:‘,, and -1; B,,; , the 
latter two groups denoting the unique nontrivial split e\;tcnsions of .ds and 
-4; , respcctk ely, bv an clemcntarv Abclian group of order 16. Furthermore, 
with the exception of A, 1:‘,, and -ji I:‘,,; , these groups each ha\ c’ only one 
conjugacv class of involutions. 
B1; contrast, our main result for fusion-simple groups with Sylow Z-sub- 
groups of type A,,, (‘Theorem B lxdow) asserts that an\’ such group is 
necessarily; of I,yons type. 
In order to state our principal result in the AN case, TVC nrcd the folkming 
preliminary definition. 
If ,Z is an involution of a group G, we shall say that $2 =~= C,(Z) is of type 
PX(4, 9), 4 _ S(mod S), or of type PSU(4, q), (I -~- 3(mod 8), provided 
IiT ,l/liO(J) contains a subgroup I, with the following properties: 
(a) L z ll,[~/O(llf*), where AZ* denotes the centralizer of an involution 
in PSL(~, q), q I S(mod 8), or PSL’(4, q), q -_ 3(mod 8); 
(b) L is of odd index in Ail; 
(c) 1,’ is normal in M. 
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These conditions imply that i’ e 5X(2, 4) x SL(2, 4) and that M/L’ has 
an elementary Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4 and a normal 2- 
complement which is Abelian on at most 2 generators. 
In this paper, we shall prove 
THEOREM A. If G is a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of 
type A& , thelz one of the follow@ holds: 
(i) G z .11”; 
(ii) G g AI,, OY Milil,, ; 
(iii) G E .J6 . E,, OY --li B,, ; 01’ 
(iIT) G has only one conJ.ugacy class of involutions a?ld the centvalizer 
of an imolution qf G is either of type PSL(4. q) fey some y II S(mod 8) or qf 
tJ)pe PS’LT(4, q) fov so~nc g I- 3(mod 8). 
As a corollary, wc have 
COROLLARY A. If G is a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups 
of tltpe A, in which the centralizer of eceyy four subgroup is sokable, then one 
of the fol/ozcin~ holds: 
(i) G s llfC; 
(ii) G s Mz, 01’ N,, ; 
(iii) G -e A, . E,, or d, E,, ; OY 
(iv) G E PSL~(4, 3). 
'~HEOKEhl R. Jf G is a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups 
of tjlpe $,, , then G is of Lyons type. 
The proofs of Theorems A and B rely heavily on the results of a previous 
paper [6] in which we have studied fusion-simple groups with Svlow 
2-subgroups of type J, and d,, . Indeed, if G satisfies the assumptions of 
Theorems A or B and if we set -2f == c’,(z), x an involution in the center 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then 11j = 12f/(O(M), z> is immediately seen 
to have Sylow 2-subgroups of type d, or A,, , respectively. LIoreovcr, in 
the latter case, we shall prove that J@ must be fusion simple with the involution 
fusion pattern of A,,, . Theorem B of Ref. [6] yields then that il1 v .qlo or 
-J,, As an immediate consequence we obtain that 52/O(M) E A^,,, or .J,l . 
Using Theorem A* of Ref. [6], we can similarly pin down the possible 
structures of 31jO(M), when G has Sylow 2-subgroups of type & . However, 
in this case there are more possibilities for M/O(M) since, on the one hand, 
-1 need not bc fusion simple and, on the other, AK? can be isomorphic to 
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A5 I?;;’ as well as A, or A, . In any event, the results of Ref. [6] enable us 
with only a little work to determine the precise possibilities for M/O(M). 
Thus the essential task required to establish Theorems A and B is to 
show that O(M) is trivial (when M is not of type PSL(4, q), q = S(mod 8), 
or PSU(4, q), q : 3(mod 8)). Once this is accomplished, known character- 
ization theorems will enable us to complete the proofs of these theorems. 
As usual, the triviality of O(M) will b e carried out by showing that the group 
G is balanced and connected of 2-rank 4 and then invoking a theorem of 
Gorenstein-Walter [4, 81, which in turn depends on an improved version due 
to Goldschmidt [I] of the so-called signalize7 functor theorem [2, 31. 
LfTe follow the notation of Refs. [5] and [6], including the use of the “bar” 
convention for homomorphic images. 
2. BALANCED GROUP AND SIGNALIZER FUNCTORS 
In this section, we state the results of Goldschmidt [I], and Gorenstein- 
Walter [4, 81 that we shall need. 
We recall that a group G is balanced if for every pair of commuting 
involutions x and y of G, we have 
O(C&)) n C,(y) L O(C,( y)). (2.1) 
If il is any elementary Abelian 2-subgroup of the group G of rank at least 
3 and condition (2.1) holds for all involutions x and y of A, then we say that 
0 is an z4-signalizer functor on G. 
In this particular case, Goldschmidt’s improved form of the signalizer 
functor theorem asserts: 
‘THEOREM 2. I. If A is an elementary Abelian 2-subgroup of the group G 
of ranh at least 4 and 0 is an A-signalizer functor on G, then the subgroup 
(O(C,(x)) / s E A”> 
of G has odd order.’ 
We also recall from Ref. [4] that a 2-group 5’ is connected if for any pair 
of noncyclic Abelian subgroups A, A’ of S, there exists a sequence of noncyclic 
Abelian subgroups A = A, , A, ,..., A,L = A’ of S such that for 
1 <i<n- 1,either 
A, C A,,, or Ai+l C A,. 
1 Added in proof. A more recent result of Goldschmidt’s implies that Theorem 2.1 
(and hence also Theorems 2.2 and 2.3) holds in the 2-rank 3 case. 
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An arbitrary group G is connected if it has connected Sylow 2-subgroups. 
As shown in Refs. [4] and [8], if SCNa(2) is nonempty or if G has 2-rank 
at least 5, then G is necessarily connected. 
One of the main results of Refs. [4] and [8] (whose proof depends in part 
on Theorem 2.1 above) is the following: 
THEOREM 2.2. If G is a connected group of 2-rank at least 4 in which the 
centralizer of every involution of G is 2-constrained and O(G) = 1, then 
O(Co(x)) = 1 for every involution x of G. 
It is shown in Ref. [4] that under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 the 
group G is necessarily balanced. We shall need a slight extension of this 
result, which is also proved in Ref. [8], concerning balanced groups in which 
the centralizers of involutions are 2-generated, but not necessarily 2- 
constrained. 
\Ve recall the definition of 2-generation. If 1i is a group and S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of H, we set 
I’s,,(H) = (NH(R) 1 R ranging over the subgroups of S of 2-rank at least 2). 
We say that H is 2-generated if H = T,,,(H). Clearly this is independent of 
the choice of the Sylow 2-subgroup S of H. 
We note that a 2-constrained group in which U(2) is nonempty is necessarily 
2-generated. This fact implies, under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2, 
that the centralizer of every involution of G is 2-generated. Hence, Theorem 
2.2 is a particular case of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.3. If G is a connected and balanced group of 2-rank at least 4 
in which the centralizer of every involution is 2-generated and O(G) == I, then 
O(Co(x)) = 1 for every involution x of G. 
3. ~-GROUPS OF TYPE $ 
Sections 3-6 are devoted to a proof of Theorem A and Corollary A. 
We consider a fusion-simple group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of type a, . 
Then S is generated by seven involutions zr , z2, a, , a2 , b, , b, , and u 
satisfying the following relations: 
[al I W = [a2 I 64 = z1 , [a2 , b,] = z2 , [a, , b,] = x~.z+ , 
ia1 3 ~1 = [a2 , ~1 = ala2 , [b, , u] = [b, , u] = b,b, , [x2 , U] = z1 , 
with all the other commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. 
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The following lemma includes several easily verified properties of S whose 
proof we leave to the reader. 
(iii) K 3, , 2.’ , a, , a2 , h, , O2 is c( m~siw~al sdgroup r!f S of type 
PSL(3, 4); 
(ik-) !f s is an itwolutifnl fff S R, tl7cn C’.,(.Y) has 2-rank 3 and C,(.Y)’ 
contains 3, ; 
\I’e fix the above notation for the proof of Theorem A. 
4. FCSI~N OF INV~LCTI~NS 
In this section we analyze the possible involution fusion patterns of C. 
These are closely related to the possible structures of :I:! C,(zl). 
Throughout the proof of Theorem A, Ail will have this meaning. 
&fore undertaking this analysis, we wish to describe the structure of the 
centralizer of an involution in ;%I,, and AI,:, . These results are well-known 
(e.g., see [IO]), but it will be clearer if we repeat them here. Let H be the 
unique nontrivial split extension of Lg6 by E,, . Then A, acts transitiveI\ 
on E& and if x is an involution of E,, , then C,,(x) is a split extension of 
s4 by E,, . We denote this extension by S, . I$:‘. 
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;13,, has only one conjugacy class of involutions and the centralizer of 
an involution in MZ2 is known to be isomorphic to S, . Eli’. 
The following, easily verified properties of S, E::‘, will be needed: 
(I) O,(S, E$) is of type A, ; 
(2) O”(S’, . E$) is 2-closed of order 3 25 with Sylow 2-subgroup 
A- N 0 - 0, ; -,H 
(3) S, E;;‘,‘X g Zz x S, ; 
(4) S, . E;;’ can also be described as the unique nontrivial split 
extension of S, . EC’ by 2, which has Sylow 2-subgroups of type 2, . (Here 
S, Ef’ denotes the unique nontrivial split extension of S, by Es in which S, 
normalizes a four subgroup of E, .) 
Next let K be the unique nontrivial split extension of il, by E,, . Again Ai 
acts transitively on ET6 . Rloreover, if y is an involution of E,, , then c’,(y) 
is a split extension of GL(3, 2) by E,, . \Ve denote this extension by 
G/,(3, 2) E”?’ JlO . 
I,ikewise U,, has only one conjugacy class of involutions and the ccntral- 
izer of an involution in M,, is known to be isomorphic to GL(3, 2) Eii’. 
11-e shall need the following properties of GL(3, 2) Eit’: 
(5) GL(3, 2) . E$ has no normal subgroups of index 2; 
(6) GL(3, 2) Eii’ can also be described as the unique extension of 
(I) GL(3, 2) EH bv 2, which has Svlow 2-subgroups of type &. (Here 
GL(3, 2) El;” denotes the unique nontrivial split extension of GL(3, 2) by 
Es .) 
With these preliminaries, we turn now to the structure of M. \Vc shall 
prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. One qf the following holds: 
(i) Ja/O(M) g A, 0T a, ; 
(ii) ;;lZ/O(M) g S, . E$k’ OY GL(3, 2) . E$; 
(iii) All z+.Y of type PSL(4, q) ,f OY some q = S(mod 8) or PSU(4, q) for 
SO?lzP q 3(mod 8). 
We set M : hZ/(O(M), xi). Clearly then I%? has Sylow 2-subgroup of type 
A, . There are then three basic possibilities for the involution fusion pattern 
in ilf: 
(I) :iT is fusion-simple; 
(II) M 3 OZ(M) and ilT has no isolated i7znolution; 
(III) ,TZ has an isolated involution. 
We shall treat these cases separately. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If ill is fusion-simple, then M/O(M) is isomorphic to A& , A^, , 
or GL(3, 2) E;;‘. 
Proof. We apply Theorem A* of Ref. [6] to obtain that either 
M s A,. E:;‘, GL(3, 2) . E;‘, A,, A,, or else M has the involution fusion 
pattern of PSp(4, 3). If V = (zi , zZ , u1a2 , bib,, u), then V z Q, v Qs 
and V is the unique elementary Abelian subgroup of S of order 16. Hence, 
if lbf gg A, . E’l’ - I/ would necessarily be normal in &? and it would then 
follow that RIM&‘j/CM( V) is nonsolvable, contrary to the fact that Aut(Qs *Qs) 
is solvable. Thus this case is excluded. 
Suppose next that M has the involution fusion pattern of PSp(4, 3). The 
image R of R in M is isomorphic to Qs + Q, . It follows in this case from Ref. [6, 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.21 that A~&R)jCA~(R) is divisible by 9. Hence 
N,,(R)/C,,(R) contains a subgroup of order 9 which obviously centralizes zi . 
Since R is of type PSL(3,4), this contradicts [5, Lemma 4.71. Hence this 
case is also excluded. 
By the results of Schur as and a, are the unique nontrivial extensions of 
A, and A, , respectively, by a group of order 2. Hence if @ g A~8 or il, , 
it follows that M/O(M) must be correspondingly isomorphic to a, or A^, . 
Moreover, if M e GL(3, 2) . Er’, it follows from assertion (6) above that 
M/O(M) z GL(3, 2) E$). Thus the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. If M3 O*(M) and Z*(M) = 1, then either MlO(M) z 
S4 Eii’ OY M is of type PSL(4, q) f OY some q = S(mod 8) OY PSc’(4, q) for 
some q = 3(mod 8). 
Proof. In this case we can apply Proposition 3.9 of Ref. [6] to obtain the 
possible structure of M. One possibility is that ICI E S, . EA1’. In this case, 
assertion (4) above implies that M s & . Eii’. 
In the contrary case, M contains a normal subgroup 
K s PSL(2, q) x PS’L(2, q), q 5~ 3, S(mod 8), M = KF, 
where K n E = 1, F has an elementary Abelian Sylow 2-subgroup of order 
4, F has a normal 2-complement which is Abelian on at most 2 generators, 
and some involution of F interchanges the two factors of K under conjugation. 
We set J? = M/O(M) and let I? be the inverse image of R in A?, so that 
l? <I il?l and @i/l? E a/K. W e a so 1 set E = RS. Since s” is of type as , 
it is easily verified that the structure of 2 is uniquely determined by our 
conditions. In fact, a g SL(2, q) + X(2, q), R = e’, and i: is the product 
of Z? and a dihedral subgroup of s of order 8 whose intersection with x is 
(Zi). Furthermore, one checks that if M* = CrsL(&a) orM* = CpsU(4,0~(01) 
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according as q == 5 or 3(mod 8), where cy is induced from the involution 
-1 
-1 0 
i i 
0 1 ’ 
1 
then M*/O(M*) g E. We conclude, therefore, from the definition that M 
is of type P&5(4, q) or PSU(4, q) according as q zz 5 or 3(mod 8). 
In view of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, Proposition 4.1 will be completely proved 
once we establish the following result. 
LEMMA 4.4. M does not have an isolated involution. 
Proof. Assume false, in which case, %a E Z(iv) and hence O(M)(a, , z2) 
is normal in M. We set Z == (zi , zn). Clearly / N,Yf(Z) : C,,(Z)1 = 2 and R 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,%,(Z). H ence u is not conjugate in M to any 
involution of R. Since G is fusion simple, u must, however, be conjugate in 
G to some involution x of R by Thompson’s fusion lemma. Choose x so 
that 1 C,(x)1 is maximal. We claim x is extremal. By Lemma 3.l(ii), 
/ C,(u); :< 1 C,(x)l. However, C,(U) and C,(x) are not isomorphic by 
Lemma 3.l(iii) as C’,(x) has 2-rank 4. Therefore 1 C,(u)! < 1 C,(x)i. If x 
were not extremal, then x N v in G with I C,(v)/ > / C,(x)l. Since every 
involution of S - R is conjugate to u in S by Lemma 3.l(ii) and since 
I C,(v)1 > j CJu)l, it follows that v E R, contrary to our maximal choice 
of N. For this choice of x, C,(x) is thus a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x). 
Therefore, there exists an element g in G such that 
uo = x and C,(u)” c s. 
Since zi E C,(u)’ by Lemma 3.l(iv), it follows that zr” t ‘5’. Since S’ C R 
and x E R, this in turn implies that (u, zi>” C R. On the other hand, one 
checks directly that every four subgroup of R is contained in A or B. Thus, 
(u, zr) is contained in an elementary Abelian subgroup X of G of order 16. 
Since zi E X, we have X C &‘, whence X”I _C S for some m in M. Therefore 
zu = u”’ E S and C,(w) has 2-rank 4. However, as u N u! in M, w $ R by 
the first paragraph of the proof. But then C,(w) has 2-rank 3 by Lemma 
3.1 (iv). This contradiction establishes the lemma. 
F1:e now analyze the involution fusion patterns in each of the cases of 
Proposition 4. I. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If M/O(M) g A^, or A^, , then G has only one conjugacy 
class of involutions. 
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Proof. We know that A, and A, have two conjugacy classes of involutions, 
represented by (12)(34) and (12)(34)(56)(78). However, if we consider the 
inverse images of these involutions in a8 and A^!, , the first one becomes an 
element of order 4. Since s, - ztz? in S, we see then that every involution 
of S ~- ,<z,> is conjugate in dd to zi Since Z*(G) I by assumption, z, 
must also he conjugate to zz in G and so all involutions of G arc conjugate. 
To treat the :Y’r,, , :\I,, cases, we make a preliminary observation: 
LEMMA 4.6. .-I and B aye weakly closed in S with respect to G. 
Pmf. Indeed, if rI - B in G, Alpcrin’s fusion theorem would imp11 
that ,q - B in either ;V,(R) or B,;(S). H owever, since R is of type PSL(3, 4) 
by Lemma 3. I(iii), A is not conjugate to B in NC;(R) by Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71. 
Since rl ~1 S, /I is not conjugate to B in SC,(S). But SC,(S) is normal 
of odd index in N,;(S). Since 4 _ and B are the only two elementary Abelian 
subgroups of S of order 16, we conclude that 3 is also not conjugate to fi 
in X(;(S). This cstablishcs the lemma. 
If MjO(;lr) y S’, #k’ or GI,(3, 2) . E$, then Jr/G(M) possesses an 
elementary Ahelian normal subgroup of order 16, so either 0(;1l).-I c-1 31 or 
O(M)B <:I 111. By changing the names of the generators of S suitably, if 
necessary, we can assume without loss that G(ll/l)R ~1 ;11. In these cases WC 
shall henceforth make this assumption. 
\I:e now prove the following: 
PROPOSITIOK 4.7. If MjO(Jl) c S, .F:i’ or GL(3, 2) ZC’~:~‘, then the 
following conditions hold: 
(i) N,(B)/O(X,(B)) g d, . 1:‘,, OY A, . E,, , respectively; 
(ii) G lens one or two conjugacy classes of involutions, and i?z the latter 
case, the fusion pattern is 
z1 - z2 - b, N b,b, and a1 - a,a, - u. 
Proof. First assume that :II =- ;U’/O(M) g GZJ3, 2) E:k’. One checks 
directly that the fourteen involutions in B - (z,\ are all conjugate in M. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 3,l(viii), firi possesses a subgroup isomorphic to 
GL(3, 2) with Sylow 2-subgroup (5, , zl> or (Zis, , U>. Since a, - alzl in ~7, 
me conclude at once from the structure of GL(3, 2) that a, - ala2 - U. 
Since Z*(G) = I, zi - z2 or xi - a, in G. Suppose x, is not conjugate to 
z2 in G. Then we find that A has two involutions conjugate to zq and 13 
involutions conjugate to z1 . By Lemma 4.6, all conjugates of z, in A are 
already conjugate in N,(A). Since nT,(A)!C’,(A) is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of GL(4, 2) whose order is not divisible by 13, this is clearly impossible. 
Hence zi - ,z., in G and, in particular, (ii) holds. 
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Furthermore, this implies that the involutions of B are all conjugate in G 
and hence by Lemma 4.6 they are all conjugate in N<,(B), whence 
j ,V<,(B) : IV,t,(B) = 15. Since LV~,,(B)/C,L,(B) E GIJ(3, 2), it follows that 
_Vc;(B)/C,(B) has order I5 . I68 and is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
GL(4, 2) E A, . The only possibility is that A’,(B),‘C,(B) g Ai . Since S 
splits o\-er B, WC: conclude from Gaschiitz’theorem tl-,at S,,(B)/O(NG(B)) zz 
-4; . E,, and so (i) also holds. 
Assume nest that M s= S, E’j:‘. Then as we have noted in assertion (1) 
above, ‘/ O,(M) is of type ,4, . Since 7’ is a maximal subgroup of S 
containing 2, Lemma 3.l(vi) implies that 7’ = (:K, ~15~ , u). By the 
structure of 121, :V possesses a 3-element x which does not centralize 
7” ~~~ .‘zl , z2 , h,b,j. Since 3? y +x2 and B,O, w D,Dlz, b b,b,z, N Olb,z,z, 
in S, it follows that C~ ,- b,h, in ill. This implies that B has three conjugacy 
classes of involutions under the action of I\‘,~~(B), rcprcscnted bp “R~ , s, , 
and 6, containing, respectkely, I, 6, and 8 involutions. if-e conclude from 
this that l\Tc,(B)/C,(B)I 7 i S’, 1, where r := I, I + 6, 1 {- 8, 01 
I I- 6 j- 8. Since Xcp(B)/C,(B) 1s isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4, 2) 
and GJ,(4, 2), is not divisible by 27, the value Y 9 is excluded. Thus 
I’ I. 7, or 15. 
consider the cases r 1 or 7. Then the preceding analysis shows that 6, 
is conlugatc in G to no involution of <q , q , b,h,j. B>- Thompson’s fusion 
lemma. b, must be conjugate to some involution s of the maximal subgrollp 
~,2] ) z.’ , b,b, , u1 , a2 , u) of S. \Ve may assume that x is extremal in S; ix., 
C,Y(.~) is a Svlow 2-subgroup of C,(x). Then by Lemma 3. I (ii) we can assume 
without loss that x = a, a, , a, , or u. If 11, N ala, , then there exists an 
element T in Gsuch that 6,” a,a, and Cry” C: C,(a,n,). But C,(b,) B 
and C,(n,cr,) = (d, u), whence B” C (=1, u?. Since B g <=-I, u), Lemma 
3.1(v) now yields that B” : -4, contrary to Lemma 4.6. Similarly, b1 is 
not conjugate to a, and therefore h, N U. However, C,y(b,) and C,(u) have 
the same orders, but are not isomorphic, and so this case is also impossible. 
\\-e conclude therefore that r =m 15. 
Thus, X<;(B) acts transitively on B*. Considering the subgroup structure 
of i;l, and using the fact that iL’c;(B);‘C,(B) contains a subgroup of indcs I5 
isomorphic to S, , we find that I\~,(B)/C,(B) is either isomorphic to & or 
else has the form (X x J’)Z, where S z Zs, I- E --I5 , Z ‘z Z, , and 
1-z= Y i 3 with Z either centralizing or inverting X. Suppose one of the latter 
possibilities holds, in which case N<;(B) has a normal subgroup K of index 2. 
Since a,u, y u in M and hence in K<;(R), wc see that T tB, ala, , 24) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. 3Ioreover, T is of type A, by Lemma 3.l(vi). 
One checks directly now that Aut(T) is not divisible by 9. However, 
by the structure of iVG(B)/Cc,(B) and the Frattini argument we have 
that XL( T);‘C,( T); is divisible by 9. This contradiction shows that 
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N,(B)/C,(B) g A, . Since S splits over B, Gaschiitz’ theorem implies at 
once that N,(B)/O(N,(B)) g A, E,, . As in the first paragraph of the proof, 
it follows that a, - araa - U. Since N<;(B) acts transitively on B+, (i) and 
(ii) now follow in this case as well. 
\Ve shall need a further consequence of the preceding analysis. 
LEMMA 4.8. If M/O(M) g S, I?::’ or GL(3, 2) ’ E:i’ and G has two 
conjugacy classes of involutions, then the following conditions hold: 
(i) NG(R) coveys Ai,(A)/O(N,(/J)); 
(ii) N,(A)/RO(N,(A)) is correspondingly isomorphic to S, OY (S x Y)Z, 
where X s Y z 2, , Z g Zz , and Z inverts X x Y. 
(iii) N,(A) contains a 3-element which acts regularly on A/Z(R) and 
correspondingly acts regularly on Z(R) or centralizes Z(R). 
Proof. IVote that Z(R) = (zl , ~a> i-A, so A/Z(R) is well-defined in 
(iii). By Proposition 4.7(ii), zi , xa , and zrza are the only conjugates of xr in 
G which lie in ‘4. Since A is weakly closed by Lemma 4.6, we see that 
1 N,(A)/C,(A)I = 3 1 N,(Z4)/CM(A)i. btT\:e set K = N,(A) and K = K/O(K) ~ .____ 
and conclude that 1 K : K n M 1 7: 3. To avoid confusion, we set 
e = N,(B)/&(B). Th en by Proposition 4.7(i), 2, s A, or A,, respectively. 
Since S is the split extension of B by <a, , u) e D8 , s L (6, , u”) is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup oft and a =L (Z, , &) is a four subgroup of 3. 
Consider first the case that M/O(M) 2 S, . Eii’. \Ve have seen in the 
preceding proposition that T = (B, a1a2, u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
O,,,,(M) and consequently A $ O,,,,(M). This clearly implies that 
1 N,W(A)/CM(A)I is not divisible by 3. It follows therefore from the structure 
of S that N,(A)jC,W(A) g D, . Thus K n M = S and / fii : s 1 = 3 in 
this case. On the other hand, by the structure of A, , e contains a 3-element 
d which normalizes, but does not centralize R and which is inverted by c. 
Hence, by the Frattini argument, N,,(R) n N,(B) contains a 3-element x 
which acts regularly on R/B and is inverted by u. Since il is weakly closed 
by Lemma 4.6, x normalizes d. Since R = AB with A n B = Z(R) = 
(3 > z,), it follows that x acts regularly on A/Z(R). Furthermore, as 
N,W(A)/C,(A) g D, , x does not centralize xi and so K also acts regularly 
on Z(R). Thus x acts regularly on A. In addition, as 1 k : S / = 3, we also 
have that il := NE(R)S. But R (I S and so, in fact, R -4 K. Thus N,(R) 
covers K = K/O(K). Finally, as u inverts X, it also follows that K/R z S, . 
Hence all parts of the lemma hold in this case. 
Now assume that M/O(M) E GL(3, 2) Eji’. Since O(M)B 4 M, the 
image of (a,, u) in M/O(lyr)B E GL(3, 2) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
M/O(M)B. It follows at once therefore from the structure of GL(3, 2) that 
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N,(R) possesses a 3-element y which acts regularly on R/B and is inverted by 
u. Since y centralizes zr and A is weakly closed, this in turn implies that y 
normalizes A, centralizes Z(R), and acts regularly on A/Z(R). In particular, 
(iii) holds. Furthermore, it also follows that N,,(A)/C,(A) g S, and that 
R is normal in K n M. 
On the other hand, L z A, in this case and so by the structure of A, , 
,!? == (n, , u”) possesses a four subgroup 0 such that NL( G)/G has an 
elementary Abelian normal subgroup of order 9 and index 2 which is inverted 
bv an involution of s/i?. But 0 is either equal to J? = (6, , rI,) or 
; 
T :m-- id,& , u”). However, in the latter case, 1 N,(T)/C,(T)i would be 
divisible by 9, contrary to the already noted fact that T is of type A, and so 
Aut(T) is not divisible by 9. Thus l? = l? and 1 N,(R)/C,(R)I is divisible by 
9. Since .4 is weakly closed, we again have that N,(R) C ,!VG(A) = K. 
Moreover, since R is of type PSL(3, 4), Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71 shows that 
N,(R) does not centralize zr , so N,(R) g K n M. Since 1 K : K n M / = 3 
and i? (i K n M, we conclude that R Q K and hence that N,(R) covers 
K/O(K). Finally, NG(R) _C NG(B) as B is also weakly closed, and it follows 
now that N,(R)jC,(R) = N,(iZ)/RO(No(A)) is, in fact, isomorphic to 
A’,-(@/a. Since l? = c, we see that this factor group has the form (X % Y)Z, 
where X, Y, and Z are as in (ii). Thus the lemma holds in this case as well. 
Finally we have 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If M is of type PSL(4, q), q = 5 (mod 8) OY PSC:(4, q), 
q --E 3(mod S), then G has only one conjugacy class of involutions. 
Proof. This result has been proved by Phan [14, 151 in the special case 
that nf E Cp~L(4,Q)(4 or CPSUL,)(~, as the case may be, where a: is induced 
from the involution 
However, his proof remains valid without change under the weaker 
assumptions of the proposition. 
5. CENTRALIZERS OF INVOLUTIONS 
In this and the next section G will, in addition, be a minimal counter- 
example to Theorem A or Corollary A In the preceding section we have 
determined the possible structures of M and involution fusion patterns of G. 
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\Vhen G has more than one conjugacy class 01 involutions, we have seen in 
Proposition 4.6 that, for a suitable naming of the generators of S, n3 alad 
can be taken as a rcprcsentativc of the class of noncentral involutions. 
\Iorcovcr, this will occur onI!- if M/O(M) + S, Z$) or GL(3, 2) I:‘::’ 1~2 
the results of the prcccding section. I:vcn though a, ,- n, in G by Proposition 
4.7(ii), it is preferable to work with a:, rather than ui , since a:, , but not ai , 
is an cxtrcmal clement of S by the proposition and Lemma 3. I (ii). In this case, 
vvc set ;\ ~== C,(a,) and fix this notation. 
1Ye shall need information concerning the structure of :\’ in these tno 
casts. \\‘e first prove the following: 
PROl’OsITION 5.1. Zf .lf,‘O(Jq ” s, E;;;’ and G has more timer one 
coujugncy class of involutions, theu 9 has u novmnl 2-complement. 
Pwof. \Ye lmow that z, and a:, arc representatives of the two cor~jugacy 
classes of involutions of G. Furthermore, we check that C’,(a,) -4, u me 
z2 2’ Zr J Z, Since a3 is estremal in ,\‘, C‘,s(a,) is thus a Sylovv 2-subgroup 
of S, and conscqucntly, ;V contains a normal subgroup ;I:, of index 2 with 
Sylow 2-subgroup il. But by Lemma 4.8, 1 :\Tc,(-d)/C,,(z-i)~ 3 8 and a 
3-element of 1”1’(,(--1) -- C,;(*-l) ; ‘t‘ ‘g 1: 1.; ic b rc u xi- v on --I. Since :\‘,V,(z-J) centralizes 
ai1 , :\.v (-1) is thus a 
co~lclude that I\::< (.-I) 
2-group. Since . I is a Sylow 2-subgroup of .\;, , xv-e 
C,l(z-I). Hence :\‘r has a normal 3-complement I,! 
Burnside’s transf:r theorem and the proposition follows. 
\ve 11cat yovc 
I’KOPOSITION 5.2. Zf AZ~O(i~1) g GL(3, 2) b$’ and G has two conjugacy 
classes of inzdutions, then M contuins a normal subg-roup ;V, with Sylow 
2-subgroup ,-I such that ;V1iO(;V,) p- ZZ _r ZZ x A4.1 or %? >’ Z? -4; 
The proof of this result is cntircly similar to the proofs of Refs. [S, 
Proposition 1 I. l] and [6, Proposition 4. I]. We shall give the critical steps of 
the argument. First of all, to set up the situation, we hav-c ah-cad!- noted in the 
preceding proof that (=1, U’Y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of -1’ and that :\’ has a 
normal subgroup N, of index 2 v+ith Sylow 2-subgroup .I. 1Ve fix this 
notation. By Ixmma 4.8, we know the structure of !\‘c(A),iC‘,,(-j) and also 
that :V((Zi) covers N,(il)~O(~~~:,,(,-1)). I 1 t n xn icular, if ,Y is a Sylovv- 3-subgroup 
of ;\;,,(.-I) n X,;(R), n-e know that A\F!C,‘,y(Z?) is elcmcntary Abelian of order 9 
and that A\- can bc taken to be u-invariant with u inverting .V;C,y(Zi). ‘I’hcn S 
leaves Z(R) ~~ l zI , z2~ \ invariant and so also leaves a complement -4, of 
Z(R) in -.1 invariant. By Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71, S, C,(.-J,) is of indcs 3 
in S, S, 3 C,(n), and [X, Z(R)] %(Ii). Thus -4, ~~~ C.,,(S,) and so WC 
also have that Jr is u-invariant. Again by Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71, (I, is conjugate 
to < N* ) a,,, ’ in S. Hence, by renaming the generators of S, if necessaq., we 
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can assume without loss that -4, = (a, , aJ. Our conditions now imply that 
NN1(=l) :- ChTI(A) Xl an d that X1 normalizes, but does not centralize Z(R). 
M’e conclude at once that Z(R) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O’(NJ, Hence, 
applying a standard classification theorem, we obtain the following result: 
LEMMA 5.3. If N = LV/O(:\T), then A, :m (2, , ~7;” X L, uhere L’ mz 
PS’I,(2, q),fo~ some q =_ 3, S(mod 8) rind <z, , z??’ is a Sylozc 2-subpup of L. 
‘To establish the proposition, we must show that q -=I 3 or 5, so we assume 
the contrary. Then, as usual, it follows that for some odd prime p, N contains 
a nontri\-ial p-element y which is centralized by <a, , a2 , zl> and is inverted 
by + . 11-e fix the prime p and the element y and proceed in a sequence of 
lemmas to derive a contradiction. Note that as Z~ E O,,,,(M), n-e have that 
y E O(N). 
\Ye first prove 
L~xra~ 5.4. If H is a proper subggroup of G which ro@ew M/O(.lI), then 
H:‘O(H) z GL(3, 2) E;;’ OY -4, E,, . 
Pumf. By the structure of Af]O(M), WC have OS(M) = Al1 and hence 
also Ox(ll) -= H as tf covers AZ/O(M). r ;or the same reason II contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of ,12, which without loss we may assume to be S. If z1 is 
isolated in H, then II = O(H) C,(Z,) -2 O(II)(I-i n AZ) and it follows that 
!I lIO(EZ) e GL(3, 2) El;‘. In the contrary case, we see that Ei is 
fusion-simple. Since H covers M/O(M), we also have that C,(Z,)~O(C,(Z)) -z 
G1,(3, 2) ,$A’. But now our minimal choice of G yields that Zi e -4; El6 
or AI,:, . However, the latter case is excluded since then H and hence also 
G has only one conjugacy class of involutions. 
11-e use this result in proving 
hNXI.4 5.5. Theve exists a Sylou, p-subpoup I’ of G such that NG(Z(J(P))) 
cooers 4Z’O(M). 
Pyoc?f. Let H be a proper subgroup of G with the following properties: 
(a) H contains S and covers MjO(M); 
(b) If contains an S-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(M). 
Such subgroups I-I of G exist since M itself clearly satisfies these conditions. 
1Ve now choose H to satisfy (a) and (b) so that 1 Zrl lP is maximal. Let P, 
be an S-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 0(&Z) contained in H. The possible 
structure of H : H/O(H) are listed in Lemma 5.4 and it is an immediate 
consequence that any 2-signalizer of H lies in O(N). Thus P, C O(H). Since 
y E O(-IZ) and ( y> is A-invariant, some conjugate y1 of y by an element 
of Co(,,,,(-4) lies in P, . Then also y1 is centralized by <zl , a, , a,> and 
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inverted by zz . But ZY~ E O,(a) and consequently, C,(P,) C O(H)(z,>. It 
follows directly from this that H is p-constrained within (x1) (p. 374, [5]). 
If F is a nontrivial homomorphic image of GL(3, 2) . E:t’ or A, . E,, , it is 
easily verified that F does not possess a faithful representation on a vector 
space over Z, in which some p-element of F has a quadratic minimal poly- 
nomial. Since H/O(H) is isomorphic to one of these two groups, it follows 
now by a standard argument that H is p-stable. 
Now let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of H such that P n O(H) is S-invariant. 
Since H is p-stable and p-constrained, Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem yields that 
H = O,,(H) XH(Z(J(P))). (5.1) 
On the other hand, O,,(N) C O(II):‘z,) as H is p-constrained within <,zl;. 
Hence D -= 0,(0(H)) Z(/(P)) is a normal 2-complement in O,(H) Z(J(P)) 
and hence D (1 H by (5.1). Since Z(J(P)) is a Sylow p-subgroup of D, this 
implies that Z(/(P)) == D n P. Since I) c O(H), we have, in fact, Z(J(P)) ~: 
I> n (P n O(H)). But P n O(H) is S-’ invariant by choice and D is S-invariant 
as D ~1 H. Thus Z(J(P)) is S-invariant. Xloreover, II == DN”(Z(l(P)) by 
the Frattini argument and so NH(Z(J(P))) covers LW/O(M) since H/O(H) 
does. 
Setting H, = IV,(Z(/(P))), we conclude that H, contains S and covers 
M/O(M). Furthermore, P,” C P n O(H) for some x in Co&S) since P, 
and P n O(H) are each S-invariant p-subgroups of O(H) with P n O(H) a 
Sylow p-subgroup of O(H). Since PC H, , II, thus contains an S-invariant 
Sylow p-subgroup of O(M). Therefore H, is a proper subgroup of G which 
satisfies conditions (a) and (b). 0 . u1 maximal choice of / H fy now forces P 
to be a Sylow p-subgroup of H, . Since Z(/(P)) is characteristic in P, it 
follows that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Thus HI == NJZ(J(P))) satisfies 
the requirements of the lemma. 
Now we play the same game with A’. \LYe first prove the following: 
LEMMA 5.6. If H is a proper subgroup of G which covers N/O(N) and 
contains (;2, u), then (A, u> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
Proof. Without loss we may assume that V = ZZ n S is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of H. We shall derive a contradiction from the assumption that 
VT) (A, u). Suppose first that 1 V 1 --: 2fi, in which case, V is a maximal 
subgroup of S. By Lemma 3.l(viii), V = <A, U, b,b,) and v is of type L,3, . 
Since H covers N/O(N), it follows from Lemma 5.3 that z1 is not isolated in 
H. Hence either H 3 OZ(H) or H == H/O(H) is fusion simple. 
Consider the latter case. Since C,(Z~)/O(C,(Z,)) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(3, 2) . El6 , ‘l) Ref. [6, Propositions 3.1 and 3.21 implies that H 
does not have the involution fusion pattern of PSp(4, r), Y = 3, S(mod 8). 
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Hence by Ref. [6, Theorem A*], F? r il, , A, , GL(3, 2) . EF), or dj . E:t). 
But then Cn(&a) = H n N does not involve PSL(2, q) for any q > 5, 
contrary to the fact that H covers N/O(N). 
Thus, K = 02(H) C H. In this case we apply Ref. [6, Proposition 3.91 
and obtain that ril is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K and that K’/O(K’) s 
PSL(2, Y) i< PSL(2, r) for some odd Y. Since 11;‘,(A) contains a 3-element 
which centralizes (a, , a$ and cyclically permutes the involutions of (zi , z,), 
so does N,(J). It follows at once that the image of (ai , z2) lies in one of the 
two factors of K’iO(K’). On the other hand, Ref. [6, Proposition 3.91 also 
asserts that some involution of K/O(K’) interchanges these two factors under 
conjugation. We see that ai must be conjugate in V to some involution of 
d -- (zl , z2>. However, the involutions of d - /zi , zpj are all conjugate 
to a3 and a3 is not conjugate to z1 . This contradiction shows that \ CY + 2” 
and hence that v = S. 
The 3-subgroup S, of AV’,(R) considered at the beginning of the proof 
of the proposition centralizes (<ai , a,) and does not centralize <:z, , z?,. It 
follows therefore from Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71 that [Xi , R] = B. Since X1 _C N 
and H covers X,‘O(N), this implies that [N,(B), B] = B, whence B C K _- 
o”(E-i). Suppose first that B is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. By Proposition 4.7, 
X,,(B)/C,(B) g A, . Since H/K e S,‘B g D, under the present assumption, 
NK(B)/C,(B) must be isomorphic to a subgroup of odd order of ,d, that is 
invariant under a Sylow 2-subgroup of iz, . Therefore NK(B))‘CK(B) is of 
order 1 or 3. Since K = 02(K), NK(B) - C,(B) must, in fact, 
contain a 3-element which acts regularly on B. But then K is solvable 
by Ref. [5, Lemma 4.21 and hence so is N, contrary to the 
fact that H covers N/O(:V) and :\’ is nonsolvable. \\‘e conclude that 
U==SnK3B. 
Since B <J Sand S/B g (a, , u) g D, , it follows now that a3 = a,a, E zi. 
Since (B, as) g Zz x Z, s Z, and K -= 02(K), C: +‘= <IB, as> and so 
UT) (B, asi. Hence c’ = (B, a,, a& = R, .?Y = ‘B, as, u), LT := (B, ua,\, 
or U ::= S. In the first case, U is of type PSL(3,4). Since the centralizer of 
every involution of PGL(3, 4) is solvable, it follows then from Ref. [5, 
Theorem C] that CK(a,) and hence CH(a,) = H n V is solvable, which is 
not the case. In the second case, 0’ is of type A, . As at the beginning of the 
proof, it follows in this case that K/O(K) g A, , A,, GL(3, 2) . Ef’, or 
d, . Eji’, whence C,(a,) and hence also 1117 N does not involve PSL(2, q) 
for any p :, 5 and again we have a contradiction. 
In the third case, we have L’/B g Z, . We argue that ua, is not conjugate 
in K to any element of (B, as). Indeed, if ua, N x E (B, aa) in K, then 
(ua# = a3 N .yz E B in K. HowelTer, this is impossible by Proposition 4.7(ii) 
as x1 3L a3 . Since U - (B, a$ contains no involutions, we conclude now 
from the extended form of Thompson’s fusion lemma discussed in Ref. [5, 
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Section 41 that K has a normal subgroup of index 2 not containing ~a, , 
contrary to the fact that K 02(K). 
Finally, if (’ S, II H/O(H) is fusion simple, since “0, is not isolated 
in H as we have noted above. Since C,(z,)/O(C,,(zr)) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of GL(3, 2) B$, our minimal choice of G together with Proposition 
4.1 implies that I1 2m A,; I{,,; , -4; R,,; , -II,, , or -II,:, . Again the last two 
cases are excluded as G has two conjugacy classes of involutions. In the 
remaining cases, c‘&cQ is solvable and hence so is 11 n 2X’. This contradiction 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
The lemma has an important consequence; namely, if If is as in Lemma 
5.6, then H is p-stable. Indeed, this is immediate from the fact that, by 
the Icmma, N must contain a normal subgroup of index 2 with Abelian 
Svlow 2-subgroup .-I. 
-1 n order to establish the analogue of Lemma 5.5 with ~1~ in place of 111, we 
need one final result which will enable us to handle the problem of p- 
constraint. IVc have seen above that an S-invariant Sylow p-subgroup P, 
of O(31) contains an element 3’r ,+= 1 which is centralized bv- c’q , a, , zI 
and inverted by (2, . \Ve prove the following: 
LEMMA 5.7. The follozuing conditions hold: 
(4 CCpl(<al j a,)), z2] is noncyclic or [C,I(a,). aj , z] i I for some 
i, j, 1 -- i, j .s: 3; 
(ii) [CPl(a,), n,] ;L 1 for some i,j, I -1 i,j < 3; 
(iii) There exists a 3-element of G which cyclically permutes a, , a, , a3 
and centralizes <‘c, , .qj. 
Proof. Since iW is p-constrained within (z,), S,‘(x,) acts faithfully on P, . 
Since <z, , z&/(xJ = Z(S/(z,)), we can now establish parts (i) and (ii) 
of the lemma by essentially the same argument as in Ref. [5, Lemma 1 I .4]. 
Moreover, part (iii) follows from Lemma 4.8(iii) together with the above 
normalization A, = (a, , a2). 
Wc now prove the following: 
LEMMA 5.8. There exists a Sylow p-subgroup Q of G such that No(Z( J(Q)) 
covers N/O(N). 
Proof. This time we let H be a proper subgroup of G which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(a) $1 contains (A, u) and covers N/O(N); 
(b) H contains an (A, u)-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(N). 
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Again if exists as -I: itself satisfies the given conditions; and we choose 
II to maximize I H 1,) .
\\:e note that the structure of H = H/O(H) is determined as <=1, u is a 
Svlow 2-subgroup of H by Lemma 5.6. In fact, H ~~ fJiO(H) has a normal 
subgroup K of index 2 with Sylow 2-subgroup A. Moreover, k possesses a 
normal subgroupL of odd index in s with L L, x L, , whcreL, z Z, x Z, 
or PSL(2, 3) and I,, E PSL(2, vJ, Ye ~~ 3, 5 (mod S), <:a, , a>) C1,, and 
s1 , z2> LL, . (These last containments follow directly from the action of 
the subgroup Xi on il, while the statement about L, , follows from the solva- 
bility of C,((z, , ,z&), which is a direct consequence of the structure of ‘11.) 
Arguing now essentially as we did in Ref. [5, Lemmas 1 I ..5 and 11.6(ii)] 
(with .\: and n3 in the roles of ~11 and a,), using Lemma 5.7 together with the 
given structure of H, me conclude now that H is p-constrained within .N:~,). 
\Vc have already observed that il is p-stable. We let 0 be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of II which contains both an S-invariant Sylowp-subgroup Qi of O(i\:) tvhich 
lies in ZZ and an S-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(N). This is possible 
as O(t1)Q, is S-invariant of odd order. Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem !-ields 
that 11 == O,(Z1) N;i(z(J(Q))). A s in Lemma 5.5, the p-constraint of II 
within la.$ now implies that z(/(Q)) is (-4, u invariant and that XH(Z(J(&))) ) 
covers .V,‘O(IL’). But then H, = N(;(z(J(Q))) contains (i3, u\, Q,, and 0, 
and covers :V:iO(lV). Thus, 11, satisfics conditions (a) and (b) and now the 
maximality of j t1 in f . oices ,O to be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. This proves 
the lemma. 
\Ve can now establish the proposition at once. Indeed, if P and Q are 
as in Lemmas 5.5 and 5.8, then ATG(Z(J(P))) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G, while H : N(;(z(J(Q))) contains (il, u) and covers N/0(1\‘). Since P 
and Q are conjugate in G, it follows that If also contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. How-ever, this is a contradiction since i-4, U) is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H by Lemma 5.6 since H is a proper subgroup of G. Proposition 5.2 is 
therefore proved. 
It is part (i) of the following corollary of the proposition that is the key fact 
that WC need for the proof of Theorem A and its corollary. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. If N/O(M) e GL(3, 2) . IT;:’ and G has tz~o conjugacy 
classes of involutions. tken zoe have 
(i) -4ny Aq-invaviant subgroup of N of odd order lies in O(l\:); 
(ii) 1V = O(N) l\‘~v( c,‘) .for some four subgroup C: of A. 
Proof. These are immediate consequences of the structure of N given 
in Proposition 5.2. 
The information so far established is almost all that we need to be able 
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to apply Theorem 2.2 or 2.3 to each case that can arise. However, two 
specific cases are somewhat exceptional; namel! 
(I) M/O(M) z GL(3, 2) Eii:‘,‘, G hns PZ~O classes of inoolutions, a& ;\ 
is nonsolzable 
(II) nzK~(11z) y a9 . 
In case I, a considerable amount of additional work would be needed to 
prove that G is balanced. On the other hand, in case II, JI is actually not 
2-generated. Indeed, if ‘11 = M/O(M), one easily verifies that r,,,(n) E ‘4s , 
which implies that P,,,(iIf) is a proper subgroup of i$f. Tl’e shall prove two 
further results which will enable us to treat these two cases. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. If hZ;O(~~Z) g GL(3, 2) . Eil’, G has tzco conjugacy 
classes of involutions, and X is nonsolzable, then G does not possess a proper 
subgroup which contains both Nc(A) and N. 
Proof. Suppose such a proper subgroup 11 of G exists. Set k’ LV~(~~). 
By Lemma 4.8(ii), RO(K) -cl K and &‘RO(K) g (X x Y)Z, where 
X z I7 g 2, and Xi! g I’2 g S:, . hforeover, since R is of type PS’L(3,4) 
and / jKrK(R)/C,(R)I is divisible by 9, Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71 implies that R is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(K). Since II contains K, we see that either 
H = 02(N) or that / H : 02(H)~ = 2 and K is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(H). 
However, in the latter case, Ref. [5, Theorem C] implies that 02(H)/0(02(H)) 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(3,4). But the centralizer of every 
involution of PGL(3, 4) is 2-closed and it follows therefore that C,(a,) == 
H n N is solvable, contrary to the fact that H contains hr and N is nonsolvable. 
We conclude that 11 := 02(11). 
Since zr is not isolated in K, it is not isolated in Has H contains K. Hence 
if 17 = H/O(H), we have H is fusion-simple. Since G has two classes of 
involutions, so also does R. Furthermore, Cfl(Q/O(C&~l)) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of M/O(M) s GL(3,2) . E$ and so by Proposition 4.1 it is 
isomorphic to S, . E$’ or GL(3,2) . Eii’. Since G is a minimal counterexample 
to Theorem A and Corollary A, R satisfies the conclusions of these results. 
Since fl’ has two classes of involutions, it follows that i? z A, . E,, , or 
A,.&,. However, in each case, one checks that fl = Cg(aa) is solvable, 
giving the same contradiction as above. 
The following proposition will enable us to handle case II. We set 
WA == (O(C,(x)) 1 x E A”). 
PROPOSITION 5.11. If W, is a nontrivial subgroup of G of odd order, 
then M/O(M) is not isomorphic to A^, . 
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Proof. Assume false. By Proposition 4.5, G has only one conjugacy class 
of involutions. Since W, # 1, O(C,(x)) # 1 for some x in -4” and, as x y zr 
in G, we have that O(M) # 1. Let then Q be an S-invariant Sylowp-subgroup 
of O(X) for some prime p dividing 1 O(M)l, so that Q + 1 and SC No(Q). 
By the Frattini argument, No(Q) covers M/O(M). Hence, if P denotes an 
S-invariant p-subgroup of G of maximal order such that iY<;(P) covers 
ilf/O(lZI), then P is nontrivial. We shall derive a contradiction from the 
structure of H = iVG(P). Indeed, we shall argue, on the one hand, that 
H :-= H/O(H) g a, and, on the other hand, that %r is not isolated in H. 
Since H covers iz/rjO(iZf), clearly either E? z /& or else ,?r is not isolated 
in S. Consider the latter case. Then clearly Xi is a fusion-simple group 
with Sylow 2-subgroups of type A^, . But then by the minimality of G, ri 
satisfies the conclusion of Theorem A and its corollary. In particular, the 
structure of C~(Z,) = H n 111 is determined and we see that N n M ~ 
H n M/O(H n M) is not isomorphic to a, . However, since H covers 
M,iO(,W), the preceding factor group must be isomorphic to !l,l/O(lll) s a,, . 
Thus, I-I Z a, . 
To prove that zr is not isolated in H, we show first that P is a maximal 
S-invariant p-subgroup of G. By our maximal choice of P and the Frattini 
argument, P is obviously a Sylow p-subgroup of O(H). Moreover, if our 
assertion is false, P is properly contained in a maximal S-invariant p-subgroup 
.Y of H and we have X g O(H). But then X would be a nontrivial S-invariant 
p-subgroup of HE a,. However, one checks directly that 2-signalizers 
are trivial in A, and hence in a, . Thus P is a maximal S-invariant p-subgroup 
of G, as asserted. 
We argue next that PC W, . Indeed, P = (C,(X) ; x E A#) and we need 
only show that each C,(X) C W, . Since O(C,(x)) C W, by definition of W, , 
it will suffice to prove that C,(X) C O(C,(r)). Setting C = C,(X) and 
C === C/O(C), we have that C,(X) is an A-invariant subgroup of C and we 
need only show that 2 normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of C of odd 
order. But C G a, and 2 is a elementary Abelian of order 16 and one checks 
directly that such a subgroup of 2, normalizes no nontrivial subgroup of d, 
of odd order. We conclude therefore that P C W,, . 
Now we consider K = N,(A). If y E K, y permutes the subgroups 
O(C’,(x)) for x in A” among themselves and so y normalizes the subgroup 
they generate, which is W,., . Thus K normalizes W, . In particular, S 
normalizes W, as A 4 S. But P 2 W, and P is a maximal S-invariant 
p-subgroup of G. Since 1 W, j is odd by assumption, it follows that P is a 
Sylow p-subgroup of W, . Hence if we set Y = W,K, we conclude once 
again by the Frattini argument that Y = W,N,(P) = W.,(H n Y). 
Finally all involutions of A are conjugate in G by Proposition 4.5. Since A 
is weakly closed in S with respect to G by Lemma 4.6, it follows that x1 is not 
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isolated in K LVc(Ld) and hence is not isolated in J-. Since II-., 1 is odd 
and I- W>,(N n I-), it follows that a1 is not isolated in 11, whence also 
5, is not isolated in H. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
\Ve conclude this section with a result which wc shall need in treating 
the case that :19/0(.11) c iz^, . 
LEMMA 5.12. If IVI/O(M) is isomorphic fo A8 , then dl is 2-<,neneratetf. 
Proof. Set I, ~~ r,,,(AZ). Since .-I iu ~~ B,, , clearly O(;If) CL. Hence if 
;11 == ;21,‘0(111), vve need only show that 1, -= M. Now :lI z & . \\‘c check 
that :Vag(Lq) g GL(3, 2) E$‘. Since :\:!&A) (7t, it follows, in particular, 
that V(L) =~ L. Also I? :z , , z2 , alap , h,b, , u:> g Q8 1~ Q8 and so has 
2-rank 3. Hence iV,,,( V) i I, and therefore -\‘,u( 1~‘) CL. Hut as :21 2 & , we 
see that :Yiu(F) is divisible by 9. Thus, the image of L in ,?I,’ -iI z .=!s 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to GL(3, 2) I;, and has order divisible 
lx 9. One checks that no proper subgroup of .4, has these properties. Hence 
L‘ mm~ ,?I and the lemma is proved. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
\Ve shall now establish Theorem A and Corollary A We first prove the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Theorem is aud Corollary .4 hold if O(dZ) I. 
Proof. Assume then that O(;W) 1. L\Te apply Proposition 4.1. If 
,lI g L&, , then G--, ,X” by Janko-M’ong [ 171. IL1 oreover, a theorem of Janko 
[9] shows that 1V is not isomorphic to A^, . 
If M G S, . E:i’ or GL(3, 2) . Eik), we apply the results of Janko [IO]. 
Actually Janko assumes, in addition, that the group G under consideration 
is simple and shows then that G ez MT2 or ilil,, , respectively. However, if one 
assumes only the fusion-simplicity of G, we shall argue now that there are 
two other possibilities for the structure of G; namely, G -y= -& B,, OI 
A, E,, . 
Indeed, by Proposition 4.7, N,(B)/O(X,(B)) z il, E,, or .-17 E,, , 
respectively. Since O(M) --:: 1, it follows that O(N,(B)) : I and hence that 
C,,(B) = B. Kow let H be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since O(G) =- 1, 
1 H i is even. Since (2,) : Z(S), we have that zr E H. Since ,V,;(B) acts 
transitively on R”, this implies that B C ff. Since NG(B)/B is simple, we 
conclude that N,(B) n II -= B or N,(B). Moreover, S C N,(B) and S n Ii 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Hence either AVH(B) = B and B is a Sy-low 
2-subgroup of H or Ai, C H. 
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In the first case, H has a normal 2-complement by Burnside’s transfer 
theorem. Since O(H), being characteristic in N, is normal in G, we have 
O(N) =z 1, whence N = B. Thus B ~7 G and so G : NC(B) ‘” A, . .E,, 
or 11Y E,, , respectively. 
011 the other hand, if :VG(B) C H, then II is nonsolvable. But then N 
is the direct product of isomorphic non-Abelian simple groups as H is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G. Since S C H and Z(S) is cyclic, the product 
has onl!- one factor and so N is simple. Since H n iV1 C,(z,) is a subgroup 
of JI, Proposition 4.1 now shows that C;,(z,) E S, Eit) or GQ3, 2) . Eii’. 
Since fl is simple, Janko’s results yield that If g 11f2, or nfz,, respectively. 
Howe\:er, it is well-known that Ht,, and Mzs have no outer automorphisms 
of odd order. Since : G/H 1 is odd, we conclude that G = N g illzz or AI.,,, . 
!\*e have thus shown that Theorem A holds when O(l12) 1. In the case 
of (lorollary A, there is an additional possibility to consider; namely, when 
112 is of ty-pe PSL(4, q), q z 5 (mod 8) or PSC(4, y), q emu 3 (mod 8), and 
the centralizer of every four subgroup of G is solvable. In this case, ;lI 
contams a normal subgroup isomorphic to X(2, q) * X,(2, (I) and the 
involution o1 interchanges the two factors by conjugation. Hence C,,(q) 
involves PX(2, q) and therefore so does C,(/z, , q>). Since <zl , a,) is a 
four group, our hypothesis now forces (I = 3. U:e can therefore apply a 
theorem of Phan [13] to conclude that G e PSc’(4, 3); so Corollary A 
also holds when O(M) = I. 
Remark. The conclusion that q = 3 above, when the centralizer of every 
four subgroup of G is solvable clearly also holds by the same argument 
when O(M) :‘- 1. 
Since G is by assumption a minimal counterexample to Theorem A and 
(‘orollary A, we have that O(M) + 1. \b ‘e must derive a contradiction from 
this condition. We first prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The centralizer of some involution of G is not 2- 
consfrained. 
Proof. Since G is connected of 2-rank 4 with O(G) == 1, it follows in 
the contrary case from Theorem 2.2 that O(C,(s)) = 1 for every involution 
x of G. In particular, O(M) = 1, which is not the case. 
This result excludes certain possibilities. Indeed, if M = M/O(M) gz 
S, E:A’, then M is solvable. Moreover, by Propositions 4.6 and 5.1, either G 
has only one conjugacy class of involutions or has exactly two classes and the 
centralizer N of an involution a3 of the second class has a normal 2-comple- 
ment. In either case the centralizer of every involution of G is 2-constrained, 
so this case is excluded. Likewise, if M IS of type PSL(4, q), q - 5 (mod 8) 
or PSC(3, y), q 3 3 (mod 8), and the centralizer of every four subgroup of 
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G is solvable, we have q := 3 by the above remark. But also G has only one 
conjugacy class of involutions by Proposition 4.9. Furthermore, in this case, 
,!i? contains a normal subgroup of index 4 isomorphic to X(2, 3) . S1,(2, 3). 
Therefore M, and hence the centralizer of every involution of G, is solvable. 
so this case is also excluded. 
Finally, if ill1 g GL(3, 2) &it’, the centralizer of an involution in -II,, , 
we see that ill is 2-constrained (but not solvable). Furthermore, by Proposition 
4.6, Ghas one or two classes of involutions and in the latter case the structure 
of the centralizer N of the involution a, of the second class is determined bv 
Proposition 5.2. Therefore, in view of the preceding proposition, G must have 
more than one class of involutions and 1%: must be nonsolvable. 
1\‘e are thus left with three cases to consider: 
(I) ~~IjO(it~) 2 GL(3, 2) E::‘, G has two conjugacy classes of in- 
volutions, and N = C&a,) is nonsolvable. 
(II) il!.f/0(M) z 1, ; OY 
(III) A!qO(M) g A, . 
\Ve first eliminate case I. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. M/O(M) is isomorphic to A, OY A^, . 
Pr-oof. Assume false, in which case G satisfies the conditions of case 
(1). \Ve argue that 0 is an ,3-signalizer functor on G. Indeed, let s, y he 
two involutions of d. We must show that 
II =:: O(C,(x)) n C(,( y) (7 O(C,( y)). 
If C,,(y) is 2-constrained, this follows from the proposition of Section 1 of 
Part III of Ref. [4], so we may assume that C,(y) is not 2-constrained, in 
which case y is not conjugate to zi . Thus y N a3 in G. Since A is weaklv 
closed, y N a3 in N,(A) and so without loss we may assume that 3‘ _ a3 . 
But then 0 is an A-invariant subgroup of N of odd order, so D L O(X) by 
Proposition 5.9(i). Thus 0 is an d-signalizer functor on G, as asserted. 
Since A is of rank 4, Theorem 2.1 now yields that IV,, =: (O(Cc(m)) N E -1~:) 
is of odd order. Since O(iW) C W, , I/v, + 1 and so H = NG(IVA) is a 
proper subgroup of G. Furthermore, it follows exactly as in the proof of Ref. 
[6, Proposition 4.21 that H contains -V&U) f or any noncyclic subgroup L of 
A. In particular, -V&4) C H. M oreover, Proposition 5.9(ii) shows that 
NG( U) covers N/O(N) for some four subgroup CT of =1, so H covers N/O(X). 
Clearly also O(N) C H, so N c H. 
Thus His a proper subgroup of G containing both N,(A) and A’. However, 
this is impossible by Proposition 5.10 as G satisfies the hypotheses of that 
proposition. 
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We next prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 6.4. G is balanced. 
Proof. \Ve must show that 
n = O(C&)) n C,(Y) c @GA YN 
for any pair of commuting involutions X, y of G. 
By the preceding proposition, M/O(M) g a, or a, and so G has only 
one conjugacy class of involutions by Proposition 4.5. Hence, without loss 
we may assume that x = zr . Thus y E M. But by the structure of as and 
A^, , it follows that all involutions of S - (zi) and hence of 114 - (<.a,) are 
conjugate in M. Hence, without loss we may also assume that y = za . 
Then R = C,(z,) normalizes D = Co(,W,(z2). Thus D is an R-invariant 
subgroup of C = C,(x,) of odd order and C = C/O(C) g 2, or A^, . 
However, one checks directly from the structure of as and a, that R 
normalizes no nontrivial subgroups of C of odd order. Hence D = 1 and so 
I> C O(C), as required. 
Sow we can eliminate cast (III). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. M/O(M) is isomorphic to kf, . 
Proof. Since G is b 1 a anced, 0 is an A-signalizer functor on G. It follows 
therefore from Theorem 2.1 and the fact that O(M) # 1 that IV, = 
iO(C,(x)) / x E A3+) is a nontrivial subgroup of G of odd order. Thus the 
hypotheses of Proposition 5.11 are satisfied and we conclude that M/O(M) 
is not isomorphic to ,& . Thus MiO(M) e as , as asserted. 
Kow we can derive a final contradiction. By Propositions 6.4 and 6.5, G 
is balanced and C,(X)/O(C,(X)) s A^, for any involution s of G. Lemma 
5.12 now shows that the centralizer of every involution of G is 2-generated. 
Since G is connected of 2-rank 4, Theorem 2.3 now yields that O(C,;(x)) = 1 
for every involution x of G. Thus O(M) -2 1, which is not the case. This 
completes the proof of both Theorem A and Corollary A. 
7. ~-GROUPS OF TYPE a,, 
In the balance of the paper we shall establish Theorem B. Henceforth G 
will denote a fusion-simple group with Sylow 2-subgroup 5’ of type a,,, . In 
this section we list without proof a number of easily verified properties of S 
that we shall need. 
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S is generated by eight involutions - A,,q,a,,a,, 6, , 6, , t, and u satisfying 
the relations 
[a, h] 7 [a, b,] 21 , [uz , h,] z2 , [a1 , h,] - z1z2 ) 
[a, > tl [t, b,] == 4, , [a:! ) t] == [t, 02] = a&, [f, $1 = z1 ,
[a1 ’ ul -= [U,,U] --a,a2, [b, ) u] = [I,? ,u] = b,b, ) [u, &] :-= z1 , 
with all other commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. 
LEMMA 7.1. The following conditions hold: 
(i) Z(S) = (2, , S’ = CD(S) : sxzl , x2 , a,b, , a,h, , a&, and 
S” == W(S) ~~ (zl ) x2>. 
(ii) S has precisely two elementary Abelian subg!p-roups of order 16; namely, 
A4 = /z, , 2% , u, , a.,) and B ~ &4’ ‘q , x2 , II, , b, . 
(iii) S --= Sic~z,) is of type A,,, urzd 
s = ((t, qz$) x (rQ,t, , 21 ~) <al) ” D, J z, . 
(iv) There are seven conjugacy classes of involutions in S. Representatives 
qf these classes and their curdinulities ure: 
3 ) 22 > al ) qa, , f, u, tu 
1, 2, 16, 8, 8, 8, 16 
(v) C&J = <xl , 2% , a, , a,, h, , 6, , tu), C,(a,) ~~~ A, 
Cs(ulu,) -= (A, u), 
Cs(t) = (t) x (u, 2, , a,h,z, , upb,n,) z Z2 x QD,, , 
C,(u) = (u} X (t, x1 , u,a2 , b,b,j 2 Z, >( D,, , 
C&u) = (tu) x <t, z1 , x2) z Z2 :< D, . 
(vi) (zl , zz) is the unique element of U(S), SCK,(S) is empty, and S 
is connected. 
(vii) If V = (zl , zs , a,b, , a&, , t> and TV7 == cxzl , z2 , a,a, , 0,6, , IA>, 
then V and W aye normal in S, I/ E D, * & and WE 0, * 0, , 
(viii) If T, : (x1 , z2 , a, , u2, 0, , h, , u/J, 
T, = (zl , z2 , a1 , a2 , 6, , 11, tu> ~- C,(z,), 
T3 (,q , z, , a, , u3 , b1 , h, , t>, and 
T4 = (x1 , z2 , a,b, , aLa2 , a$, , f, u), 
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then T, , T,: , TS , and T4 aye maximal subgroups of S, T, is of type a, , TcS is 
of type Jz , Q,(T,‘) = g’(S) =y (xl , z,>, and T,/<x,> g D, x D, . 
(ix) If R = ix1 , 3 , a1 , a2 , b, , b2), then R is of type PSL(3, 4). 
(x) T2 does not admit an automorphism of order 3 which rev&a&es 
Z(T,) = ,<zl , z?;. 
We fix this notation for the balance of the paper. \Vc also set ;I4’ = C,(z,) 
and fix this notation as well. 
8. FUSION OF INV~LL~I~N~ 
t\:e know from Lemma 7.l(iv) that S has exactly seven conjugacy classes 
of involutions represented by x1 , z2, a, , alaY , t, u, and tu. In this section 
we shall prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 8. I. The follozuing conditions hold: 
(i) G has only one conjugacy class of involutions; 
(ii) A1l/O(M) E A,,, oy ai, . 
\\‘e carry out the proof in a sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 8.2. t and u are conjugate to x2 in M. 
PYO$ By Thompson’s fusion lemma, t is conjugate to an element of 
the maximal subgroup T, of Lemma 7,l(viii). By Lemma 7.1(v), we have 
~ CAM = I Cs(tu)I < I Cs(a14 = I C.dt)l 
= j C,(u)1 < 1 Cs(x2) < I C&,)‘. (8.1) 
Hence, if t is not conjugate to z1 or z2 , it follows from (8.1) that t must be 
conjugate to u, ala2 , or a, and that C,(t) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t). 
However, this is impossible as CJt) is not isomorphic to C,(a,a,) or C,(u) 
and does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to C,(a,) by Lemma 7.1(v). 
Thus t is conjugate to zi or zr2 in G. 
Suppose next that t is not conjugate to z1 in G, in which case C,;(t) does 
not contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and t is conjugate to z2 . This implies 
that Tz m= C,(z,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(z,) and so there exists an 
element g in G such that 
Cs(t)g C Tz . 
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But Q,(C,(t)‘) := (z,), while sZ,(1’,‘) = (zr , z,), by Lemma 7.1(v) and 
(viii). Hence 
zlg E ‘zl ) z2). 
This forces zig = z1 as z1z2 - z2 + z1 under our present assumptions. 
Hence x E M == C,(z,) and so the lemma holds for t in this case. 
Now assume t N xi , in which case there is an element h in G such that 
t” z 2, and c,(t)‘h c s. 
This implies that ZrZ(CS(t)ir) :m: c:zi”/ C V(S) ~~~ ;zr , za). using Lemma 
7.1(i) and (v). Hence zih = zz or z,z? , whence z1 w zy Thus t is also 
conjugate to zg in this cast. 
Next let R, , R, by Sylow 2-subgroups of C,(t) and C&z,) containing 
Cs(t) and T2 , respectively. Since t w zi y z, , R, and R, are Sylow 2- 
subgroups of G. Hence by Lemma 7.1(i) and (vi), V(RJ and Uj2(R2) are the 
unique elements of L’(R,) and G(R,), respectively. Clearly (2, , za> is a 
normal four subgroup of R, and so (zi , A+ = ZT2(R,). Furthermore, 
t t V(R,) as t E Z(Rl). Since “I~ E V(C,(t)) by Lemma 7.1(v), it follows that 
ZT2(R,) = (t, zJ. 
We can choose an element k in G such that 
and R,‘. = R, , 
whence also 
Hence either ,zrk = zi or zr7; = zlzz . However, (~rz~)~ := zr for some 
element r of R, as (zr , x2) is a normal noncentral four subgroup of R, and 
(zpj = Z(R,). Since either zrh: = zr or z;r = zi , we obtain the desired 
conclusion of the lemma in either case for t. 
If we use the maximal subgroup T3 in place of T, , a very similar argument 
yields the corresponding result for u. 
Recall that V = ( z1 , z2 , a,b, , a&, , t> G Q8 * D, In the balance of 
the section M will denote the group M/(0(M), zl). 
LEMMA 8.3. If K = NG( V), then K/O(K) is isomorphic to an extension 
of S, by Q8 * D, .= K’IO(K’) is a split extension of A, by Qs * D, and T3 is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of K’ and of 02(K). 
Proof. Since V 4 S by Lemma 7.l(vii) and (zr) = Z(S), we have 
S C KC M = C&x,). Moreover, it follows from the preceding lemma that 
3 S5 does not split over Q8 * D, 
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t and %z are conjugate in M. But S is of type =1,,, and i;’ is an elementary 
Abelian normal subgroup of S of order 16. Hence by Ref. [I 1, Lemma 3.41 
or Ref. [6, Proposition 6.l(iv)], 17 is weakly closed in S with respect to 112. 
‘I’his implies that t and ZY~ are conjugate in I? == il’n( v), whence t and z+ are 
conjugate in K. 
?jow I- contains ten noncentral involutions, eight of which are conjugate 
to t and two to zz in S. Therefore, K must act transitively on the noncentral 
involutions of I’. Hence if C -= C,( I’), it follows that 1 KiC is divisible by 
5. Since the outer automorphism group of V is known to he isomorphic to 
S, and since S/I’= D, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K/Cl’, we conclude that 
K/Cl- z S, The Sylow 2-subgroup S n K’ of K’ is either (<I,-, a, , n, ) == TX 
or (~ I-, alaT. , u, = Td and S n K’ is normalized, but not centralized by a 
3-elcmcnt of K’. However, T,j(z,j g= I), x D, by Lemma 7. I(viii) and 
11s ;.: D, does not possess an automorphism of order 3. Therefore 
Snk-’ ‘1’.a . Since T3 is of type Jz the proof of Proposition 6.8 of Ref. [5] 
shows that K’/O(K’) is a split extension of -3, by 0, * I), . This 
establishes the lemma. 
1Ve next prove the following: 
LERIMIX 8.4. ~l~/(O(M), zl) is fusion-simple. 
Proof. Suppose MEJ 02(M). The p roof of the preceding lemma shows 
that K C M and that T3 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 02(K). Since T3 is maximal 
in S and 02(K) C O”(M), it follows that T3 must be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
02(dQ. But then u $0”(M). Since z2 E T3 C O”(M), we see that u and zp 
are not conjugate in M, contrary to Lemma 8.2. Thus 02(iV1) = M and 
hence also 02(M) = M. Again by the preceding lemma, M contains a non- 
trivial split extension of 7 by i15 . Since ;rz E r and (z.$ = Z(S), it follows 
that M does not possess an isolated involution. Since O(M) = 1, we conclude 
that M is fusion-simple, as asserted. 
We can now easily establish the proposition. Since M has Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of type A,, , it follows from Refs. [ 1 I, Theorem A] or [6, Proposition 
6.1(i)] that M has exactly two conjugacy classes of involutions represented 
by sz and ii&blb, . But a,a,b,b, and a,a,b,b,z, are each of order 4, and 
consequently, all involutions of S other than zi are necessarily conjugate in 
M to z2 (as x2 and xzal are conjugate in S). Since zi is not isolated in G, .a1 is 
conjugate to some involution of S distinct from .zi and we conclude that all 
involutions of G arc conjugate. 
We argue next that the involution fusion pattern of ICI is of type A,, . 
Indeed, if not, then it follows from Refs. [ 11, Theorem A] or [6, Proposition 
6.l(iv), (v)] that both N&v)/+(v) and N~(W’)/C~(W) g S, . But then 
also Ar,&V)/WC,,( IV) z S, . However, this is impossible as W g Qs * Q8 , 
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which has a solvable automorphism group. This proves the assertion. \Ye 
conclude therefore from Ref. [6, Theorem B] that M g ‘I,,, or ‘II, . Thus 
M/CI(;lY) is isomorphic to a central extension of =1,,, or =1,, by a group of 
order 2. Since ~ Z(S)1 2, this extension does not split. But now the results 
of Schur assert that A,,, and A,, arc the unique perfect central cxtcnsions of 
&3 1o and il,, , respectively, by a group of order 2. Hence :IJ/G(;lI) F *d,,, or 
a,, and the proposition is proved. 
As a corollary we have that 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Tile followiy conditions Irolrl: 
(i) 7’lle centralizer of enemy four subfqroup c?f G is solwble; 
(ii) the centralizer of every incolution of G is 2-generated. 
PI-O@‘. Let Lt. be an arbitrary four subgroup of G. Since G has only one 
conjugacy class of involutions, we mav asswlc without loss that z1 E S, 
whence ,I’ C ;;1. But WC have already argued in the preceding proof that all 
involutions of iI/ ~ :z,‘ are conjugate in M. Hence we can, in fact, assume 
that &I- zI , z?.,. Thus it will s&ice to show that C,~(Z.$ is solvable. 
But Ii1 E (1,” or il,, and Z? is in the center of the Sylow 2-subgroup of S. 
However, one checks directly that the centralizer in .dI1 of a central involution 
module its 2-regular core (which is of order 3) is isomorphic to the centralizer 
in .-IICI of a central involution. Hence, in either cast C~~(Z,);G(C’~~(Z~)) y: 
C,10 (( 12) (34) (56) (78)) and so Cam is solvable. Thus (i) holds. 
As for (ii), we set II r,,,(:II) and need only show that II ~~ X. Clearly 
O(;lf) i H, so it will suffice to prow that I-1 AZ, where 117 -lr,O(M). BY 
Lemma 8.3, if K L\:C,( C-), then K/O(K) is an extension of S, bq 
0, %’ DH . But K C M as ,$ ~~ Z( C-). This implies that K,‘G(R) ‘-- K:O(K). 
Since I- has 2-rank 2, we have that K / i?. Furthermore, if vve identify 
IkI/cxZ-,:> g :VZ with A,, acting on the set {I, 2,..., n), n = IO or I I, then it 
fo1lows from the structure of A^ 1,, and A^,, that the image of ever!- involution 
of JI/I ~ 2 \ 1, moves exactly 8 letters. ‘This implies that the image of 11 in 
A:‘, y, which is elementary Abelian of order 8, acts regularly on 8 letters 
and fixes n - 8 letters. But then we see that (J,Q(~~) ,q Y; 2, where ,q is 
of order 1 or 3 according as n m-m IO or 1 I, and that ~V~~(~~)/C’,~(i) -2 GI,(3, 2). 
Since .-1 has rank 4, K\,(d) C H and wc conclude therefore that H contains 
iVk(aq). One checks now directly~from the structure of I? and _\-~~(I~) (or of 
their images in A,,, or =1,,) that 111 ( I;, :\:k(<$) . Thus ci = :ii and so (ii) 
also holds. 
9. SLXKROUP $hWXJTJRE OF c; 
Henceforth, we assume that G is a minimal countcrexample to Theorem B 
The results of this and the nest section are needed to show that G is balanced. 
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Hrrc we determine the structure of certain proper subgroups of G, primarily 
those which contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As a corollary, we obtain a 
basic transitiv-ity theorem for the maximal S-invariant 3-subgroups of G. 
Recall that &-1 s z1 , zI: , a1 , or and that B ~~ A4+ ~. <z, , zz , 11, b., . 
Proof. Since d and B arc conjugate, we need only prove the assertion for 
,q. ‘I’he proof of Proposition 8.5(ii) shows that s,~,(i~)iO(l\:,,(a)) is iso- 
morphic to a split extension of G1,(3, 2) by E,, . 
\\.e argue next that ifs t --I*, then N is conjugate to zi in :\-(;(.-!). i\Te 1lav.e 
.y” z, for some g in G by Proposition 8.1 and we can take g so that 
C,(s)” i S. Then -4” C S and so A!’ = -2 or B by Lemma 7.l(ii). Since 
B’ :-I, n-e see that either Ag d or =Iuf <mm A. Since t centralizes x, , 
also .x”I :_ z1 . Since g or gt is K(;(-q), we conclude that s y zr in :V(;,;(;2). 
Since G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, it follows now that 
1 Xr;(:f) : .-V,(A) n iIf / == 1.5 and so k -= X~(A)/C,(=I) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of GL(4, 2) g A, , ; K : C,(zJ y-= 15, and CE(zl) s GL(3, 2). 
Furthermore, A(b, , u> is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K and so (6, , u;‘ s D, 
is a Sylon- 2-subgroup A. The only possibility is that k g Ji . Since 
A4 n :O, , u; ~~ 1, the proposition now follows from Gaschiitz’ theorem. 
TTe now set Z -= (zi , zgj and S =m: N<;(Z). M’e also recall that 
R ~~ ;z, ) zc7.’ , a, ) a, ) 6, , b,>. \Ve have Z = Z(R) and so R C N. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. RO(N) is normal in N with N/RO(:V) g S, x A’,. 
Proof. Since z2 k zi in G, there is an element g in G such that q” = zi 
and T,g ~ C,(+)” C S. But S has only one maximal subgroup isomorphic to 
T, and so T,O = T, . Since Z = Z(TJ, it follows that g E N - C, where 
C = C,,(Z). Since also u E 1%’ - C, we see that N/C e S, . 
On the other hand, clearly C is contained in the inverse image in M of 
C&z,), where, as usual, M = M/(0(M), zr). But C1~(.Q/O(CA~(~~)) e
C,,J( 12)(34)(56)(78)), as we have noted in Proposition 8.5. Since R G C and 
R z ,O, + Q)8 , it follows that RO(C1v(%J) u C&X,) with the -factor group 
isomorphic to Zz x S, . Hence RO(C) 4 C with C/RO(C) g A’, or 
Z2 Y Zn . However, the latter case is excluded as then T, would admit an 
automorphism of order 3 which centralizes Z(TJ = Z, contrary to Lemma 
7.1 (x). 
These conditions clearly imply that O(C) = O(N) and that RO(C) : 
O,,,,(C) 4 N. Thus RO(N) Q N and m = N/RO(N) contains a normal 
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subgroup 1) 26 S, with N:D z & . Since S is a four group and is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of ?‘?, we conclude at once that :i’h; S, :< S, , as asserted. 
For our main result, we riced two preliminary lemmas. 
LE~TA 9.3. Jf I1 is u subgroup of G containing S such that R $ O’(H), 
then z1 is isolated in Il. 
Pmof. Set K OS(H). Since Ii :--I, B;, and B : .-I’, R Cr K if either 
R or B C K. Hence, neither A nor B is contained in K. This means that the 
2-rank of the Sylow 2-subgroup T = S n K is at most 3. 
1Ve first prove that zr is not conjugate in H to any other involution of =I; 
so assume the contrary. Set L l- AVH(A)/C’H(II) and L ~ m. Y. If Y is divisible 
by 3” or 5, then clearly A C O”(N,(A)) C K, which is not the case. Since L 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of di by Proposition 9.1, it follows now that 
r -I- 2”, 23 . 3, or 2” f 3 7. 
M’e have shown in the proof of Proposition 9.1 that if x1 is conjugate in G 
to an element of A, it is already conjugate to it in S,;(,-l). Since H contains S, 
the same conclusion holds by the same argument with H in place of G. But 
then if Y m-: 2”, we see that x1 is not conjugate in H to any other involution of 
A. More generally, we reach the same conclusion if ,!! 4 L since <z,> ~~-- Z(S). 
Therefore 1, is not 2-closed. 
If Y 2” 3, the preceding discussion shows that zr is conjugate in ZZ to 
exactly three involutions of -3. But every involution of -4 except 2, : + , and 
:rz? has at least four conjugates in ,S. Since S C H and z2 h ~~2.’ in S, it 
follows that zr - z2 in ZZ. Hence x, t Z(S*) for some Sylow 2-subgroup S” 
of G, which without loss, we may assume contains T? :-- C,(z,). But then 
X,( T,) contains the two Sylow 2-subgroup S and S” of N, and consequently, 
there exists a 3-element x of NH( 1’,) w IC normalizes, hut does not centralize -h’ h 
Z -~ Z(I’,). Kow x E N and RO(LV) -cJ :V by Proposition 9.2 and so we may 
assume that s normalizes R. Since R is of type PSL(3, 4) by Lemma 7.l(is) 
and [Z, x] + 1, it follows from Ref. [5, Lemma 4.71 that .2: acts regularlv on 
A or on B. Replacing x by .Y t, if necessary, we can suppose that x acts regularly 
on A. But then [x, A] -= A C 02(N), which is not the case. 
Assume finally that r --= 23 3 . 7, in which case L s GL(3, 2). But then 
if we set t = Ar,(A)/O(N,(A)), it f o 11 ows that e is isomorphic to a nontrivial 
split extension of GL(3, 2) by E,, ( . smce X,(A)/O(A’(JA!l)) =“, A, E,,). Since 
A $ K = 02(H), clearly O”(L) # e. W e SW at once that the only possibility 
is that O”(e) is of index 2 in i; and is isomorphic to a nontrivial split extension 
of GL(3, 2) by Es . Hence O”(e) E GL(3, 2) . Er’, the unique such extension, 
and so o’(e) has Sylow 2-subgroups of type A, , as noted in the Introduction 
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of Ref. [6]. In particular, O”(e) contains an elementary Abelian 2-subgroup 
of order 16 and hence so does T. But rZ and B are the only such subgroups 
of S, so A or B C K, contrary to what we have shown above. Therefore, 
our assertion is proved in all cases. 
Hence if xi is not isolated in H, it follows now from Lemma 7.l(iv) that 
:i N t, U, or tu. However, if zi N t or u, the proof of Lemma 8.2 shows 
that z1 ,w za , contrary to what we have shown above. Suppose then that 
q w TV in H, in which case there exists h in H such that 
(tu)” = x1 and 
Then (C,(tu)‘)” =: <z,)” C S’ --: (zi , ~a, a,b, , a&, , ala&. Since slh + q , 
it follows therefore, using Lemma 7.l(iv), that zi - z2 or ~~4~ , again 
contradicting our preceding argument. Thus zi is isolated in N and the lemma 
is proved. 
Recall now that T? : (q , x2 , a, , a2 , b, , 0, , tu> = C,(z,). 
LEMMA 9.4. If H is a subgroup of G containi?zg S, then TT is not n Syloz~ 
2-subgroup of Oe( H). 
Proof. LVe set K = 02(H) and assume by way of contradiction that 71 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Our aim will be to show that tu is not conjugate 
in K to any involution of the maximal subgroup R of T, . Thompson’s fusion 
lemma will then yield that K 3 02(K), which will be a contradiction. 
r, \Ve first note that Z(f 2) = (zr , z2) = Z. One checks directly that 
either a,a,b,b, , a,6, , or a,& normalizes but does not centralize ctu, zi\, 
(,tu, z,>, or (tu, ziza), respectively. This implies that none of the latter three 
groups is the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup T of K, since any 2-element of K 
which normalizes Z(T) necessarily centralizes it. 
Suppose now that tu is conjugate to the element h: of R. Since all involutions 
of Ts - R are conjugate to tu in T2 and 1 CTB(tu)I < j C’,?(x)1 by Lemma 7.1 
(iv) and (v), it follows now as in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.4 
that x can be taken to be an extremal element of T, _ Since CT,,(tu) = 
- itu, x1 ) x2\ g2 - E, , there thus exists an element y of K such that 
(tu)‘J = x and (W x1 , zz>” c CT,(X). 
But then at least one of the four subgroups (tu, xl)“, (tu, Z&Y or {tu, zlzp)” 
must be contained in the subgroup C,(X) which is of index at most 2 in CT,(x). 
Designate such a four subgroup by U. Since R is of type PSL(3, 4), II 5 X 
for some elementary Abelian subgroup X of order 16 of R. On the other hand, 
by the preceding paragraph U + Z(T,). 0 ne checks now from the structure 
481/19,'2- j 
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of 7’? that the central&r in Y’? of any four subgroup of 7-Z other than Z(T,) 
is clcmcntary Abelian of order at most 16. It follows therefore that 
CT,( I -j ,Y. Since C’ is not the center of any SyIow 2-subgroup of K, it 
follolvs for the same reason that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(C) is also 
elemcntar)- Abclian of order 16. \Yc conclude therefore that .ri is a S&m 
2-sul,grou}~ of Ck.( I;). 
Finally, set 1- -y’/ 1 , so that also 1. “2 1;,“,,; Since ( [= ;ttl, zi , 4,) ‘0 it 
follows that \ tu, z, , z,> ‘- 1’. Thus 1. :. C’,,(Z) (I ;\: n:,;(Z). 7’he structure 
of ~1~ is given in Proposition 9. 2 and wc see that :‘L‘ contains a normal subgroup 
,Y, of index 4 with Sylow 2-subgroup R. For some ‘u in Y, WC ha\e that 
1.’ (z 7:, However, as /u i;: R and ‘2’ normalizes RO(S) it follows that 
(fzl)’ i: T, ~ R. RIoreo\cr, C’TL((t~)C) ‘2 I?’ my- B,,; On the other hand, 
cwr\ involution of Tz ~~ I? is conjugate in 7’: to tzl. as can be direct]\; checked, 
and so c’,.i(tu) contains a subgroul~ isomorphic to I:‘,, , contrary to the fact 
tl1at ( ‘,-,(iu) \ tu, II , .z., YI I:‘, 
\\.c can now prove the following: 
(i) z1 is i.rolatrd iv2 I1 rind ll/V(H) .. ‘, ZJ vmnorfd~ic lo n subgroup qf A,, ; 
(ii) [Ii : CP(ff)] 4 md O’?(H),lO(li) ‘- ‘. 2~ rmwzovphir to n subgroup of 
PGL(3. 4); 
(iii) [II : O’(ll)] 2 nntl 02(tl)iO(li) is isomorphic to PSCT(4, 3), 
-II,, ) Yll’, or .4,; I<,, ; 
(i\) II O”(FJ) and If/O(H) is r!f I~y0vz.s &be. 
Proof. If zi is isolated in II, then If = O(U)(Ii n .II) and so H/O(B) 
is isomorl~hic to a subgroup of ilf/O(!lZ). Since J/:O(:ll) e di,, or A,, b!v 
Proposition 8.1, (i) holds. Hence we may assume that zi is not isolated in Fi. 
It follows therefore from Lemma 9.3 that R <1 CI”(N). Furthermore, if 
If O”(f-i), then Fi:O(I/) is fusion-simple with Sylow 2-subgroups of type 
A^,,, . Since G is, bv hypothesis, a minimal counterexample to ‘I’heorcm R, 
TVC conclude that H/C$U) is of Lyons type. Thus (iv) holds in this case. 
Thercforc, WC may also assume that H3 W(N). 
\I-c set IiT 
k- <., 
W(H) and T S n K, so that ‘1’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
and 1 contains R. If T = R, then [H : O”(Z1)] = 4. Moreover, as R is of 
type PSL(3, 4) by Lemma 7.l(ix), Oz(H)/O(H) ‘. is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of PG1,(3, 4) by Ref. [5, Theorem C]. Hence we may assume, in addition, 
that T 3 R, in which case 7’ is a maximal subgroup of S and [H : O’(H)] ~~~ 2.
Thus, to complete the proof of the proposition, we must show that K/O(N) 
has one of the forms listed in (iii). 
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Since S =m Kit, ui and ,,t, u> is a four group, we have that T ~~ R(u) ~~ T, , 
[I’ ~~ R:\tu) = T, , or 1’ == R(t) == T:, . ‘l’he preceding lemma shows that 
7’ f~ T, . Suppose then that T = Tzl . Bl- Lemma 7.l(viii), T, is of type J? . 
Hence, Ref. [5, Theorem A] implies that K k-XI(H) z I2 or J3 How-ever, 
J2 possesses a four subgroup S such that CJz(S) g Zz x Zz \, =3, Since 
the centralizer of every four subgroup of G is solvable by Proposition 8.5(i), 
K is not isomorphic to Jz . Furthermore, J3 possesses an elementary Abelian 
subgroup iY of order 16 such that I\:~:,(E)/E 2 Z, ,.: L4a . Since any such 
elementary subgroup of G is conjugate to d, Proposition 9. I shows that K 
is not isomorphic to J:, . 
Assume finally that 7’ Y’, , in which case JI’ is of type A^, Sinw the 
centralizer of every four subgroup of G and hence of H is solvable, it follows 
from Corollary A that K is isomorphic to I’Sc‘(4, 3), .lLzs , :lI.,,l , -lI’, 
Aci I& , or -4; E,, . Since Aut(;Wz,) E AI,:, , 111,, is escluded. If 
li v -4 - I< 
s; or -1: 
‘16 ) then f-I ~~ !f/0(11) is isomorphic to an extension of tither 
, ,/ Z2 by B,, . Homww-, the first case is excluded as GL(4, 2) -z -4s 
does not contain a subgroup isomorphic to Si . JIoreover, in the second case, 
I/ contains an elementary Abelian subgroup of order 32. Since G has 2-r& 
4, this exe is also cscluded. Thus (iii) holds when T T, and the proposition 
is proved. 
Proposition 9.5 yields as a corollary precise information concerning 
2-signalizcrs. 
I’KOPOSITION 9.6. If H is a proper sul!,nroup of G containing S, then one 
qf the following holds: 
(i) O(H) is the unique mmimal S-imaviant suhgvoup of II of odd o,-der; 
(ii) N/O(H) is isomorphic to /II?,, or is of Lyons type, in ,zchirh 
cases there is a unique maximal S-invariant suly~oup xY of II of odd order, 
s3 O(H), / S/O(H)1 =Lz 3, and s -: O(H) c,y(z). 
Proof. Clearly any maximal S-invariant subgroup of II of odd order 
contains O(H). Hence, we need only consider the maximal S-invariant 
subgroups of ZI -= H,‘O(H) of odd or er. \Te let X be such a subgroup of H. d’ 
If W(II) is isomorphic to a subgroup of PGL(3, 4), PSC(4, 3), 41,, , or 
zf, E,, , it follows directly from the structures of these groups that X ~: I, 
in lvhich case (i) holds. So WC‘ may assume that V(H) is not of one of these 
forms and likewise that X m,c I. By Proposition 9.5, NT have that V(FI) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of A^,, , to III”, or is of Lyons type. Con- 
sidering the action of % ::= (sI , z,& on X, we see that Y = C:,(z) F 1 for 
some z in Z+. If C -:= Cg(-), it f o 11 ows from the structure of 02(fI) that C is 
isomorphic to A^, or to a subgroup of AI, . Moreover, 1 s : S n C ~ -;- 2. But 
r” is a subgroup of C of odd order invariant under S n ~2. However, by the 
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structure of A^, and Ai, , one checks that the only possibility is that C g ai, 
and 1 y I :- 3. (Note that S n C > TZ , T,(Z) is of type M,, , and a subgroup 
generated by a 3-cycle is the unique group of odd order of A,, normalized by 
a 2-subgroup of type Mr, .) In particular, H is either isomorphic to ai, or 
is of Lyons type. 
Continuing the analysis in these remaining cases, we have that Z C: (S n C)‘. 
Since P : = 3, Z thus centralizes 8. This in turn implies that, in fact, 
p 5 CR(%) for every involution F of Z. However, by the same reasoning as 
with 2, we have that Cx(z’) C J” for each z: in Z” and we conclude that .~ 
X =- f. The argument thus shows that O(C,(%)) is the unique maximal 
S-invariant subgroup of H of odd order, that its order is 3, and that it is 
centralized by Z. Hence the second alternative of the proposition holds in 
these two cases. 
Finally the desired transitivity theorem follows now exactly as in the proof 
of Ref. [6, Proposition 8.61, and we have 
PROPOSITION 9.7. -dny two maximal S-invariant 3-subgroups of G z&h a 
nontriz?al intersection are ronjugate by an element of C,(S). 
10. COVERING 3-LOCAL SUBGROUPS 
If 0(:21) is a 3’-group or if M,‘O(M) s Ji, , it will be very easy’ to show 
that G is balanced. In the contrary case, wc must proceed by essentially the 
same method as used in the construction of the .4-signalizer functor 0 in 
Section 10, Ref. [6]. H owever, our task here is easier inasmuch as “balance” 
corresponds to proving that 0 is a signalizcr functor, whereas in the critical 
case of Ref. [6], the functor 0 was definitely not 0. 
The precise result which we shall need is the follovving: 
PROPOSITION 10.1. If M is 3-constrained within : “R~ ,) and M/O(M) z A^,, , 
then G possesses a 3-local subgroup K with the follokng properties: 
(i) K contains S; 
(ii) O(K) contains an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(M); 
(iii) K/O(K) is of Lyons type. 
As usual, this result will be established by first constructing suitable 
3-local subgroups which cover M/O(M) and N/O(N), respectively, and 
which contain “large” 3-subgroups. In previous constructions of this type 
which we hav-e considered, Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem has played a critical 
role, enabling us to carry through the required “pushing up” argument at 
each stage. However, in the present situation, this procedure does not seem 
to be possible in the case of M, since we are unfortunately unable to show 
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that the group ~,,(,M/O(M)) is 3-stable, a necessary condition for appli- 
cation of Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem. The difficulty occurs because a,, 
possesses a 3-element x such that for any conjugate y of x’ in a,, , the group 
<IX, y> is either a 3-group or is isomorphic to X42, 3) or X(2, 5) the latter 
two groups being non-3-stable. (One can take for .2: any 3-element whose 
image in A,, is a 3-cycle. Note also that any nontrivial 2-signalizer in AI, is 
generated by an element of order 3 of this type.) 
Fortunately, Thompson’s so-called “factorization method” will provide 
a satisfactory alternative to Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem. (See Ref. [ 161.) 
The fact that the element y above can always be chosen so that (x, yi g 
SL(2, 5) is enough to insure that the method will work. 
For any p-group P, we define Jr(P) to be the subgroup of P generated by 
its Abelian subgroups of maximal rank. Clearly, J,.(P) is characteristic in P. 
The bulk of the proof of Proposition 10.1 is contained in the following 
lemma: 
LEn,rnrA 10.2. G possesses a maximal S-inaauiant 3-subgroup P which 
contains an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup qf O(M) such that either -VG(Z(P)) 
or IV&,(P)) covers M/O(M). 
Proqf. Let Qr be an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(M). Since M 
is 3-constrained by assumption, clearly Qi t -L 1. Moreover, bv the Frattini 
argument, I\Fo(Qi) covers M/O(M). 
\Ve now choose Q to be a nontrivial S-invariant 3-subgroup of G with the 
following properties: 
(a) N = N,(Q) covers AZ/O(M) and contains Qi ; 
(b) An S-invariant 3-subgroup of H containing Qi has maximal order; 
(c) Subject to (b), O,(N) has maximal order. 
To establish the lemma, we shall make a detailed analysis of H. Note first 
that as :Vo(Q,) itself covers M/O(M) and contains Qi and Qi is a nontrivial 
S-invariant 3-subgroup of G, such a nontrivial 3-subgroup Q of G exists. 
Let P be a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of H containing Q1 . We first 
argue that it will be sufficient to prove that N,(Z(P)) or N&T,(P)) covers 
M/O(M). Indeed, if this is the case, we need only show that, in fact, P is a 
maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of G inasmuch as P contains Q, , which is 
an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(M). 
Set K == AV,(Z(P)) or K = N&,(P)), as the case may be, so that by 
assumption, K covers M/O(M). In addition, K contains 5’ and P. Let P* 
be a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of G containing P and suppose, by 
way of contradiction, that PC P*. Since Z(P) and Jr(P) are each charac- 
teristic in P, this implies that P* n K 3 P and P* n K is S-invariant. 
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Hence, if A is a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of h containing I’ S n A, 
we have that S 1 P 10, Since K covers ;U!/O(;Z/), our maximal choice of 
II is thus contradicted. 
To prove the desired covering property, we first demonstrate that O,(H) 
P n O(H) and that O,(U) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of O(FI). Since PO(l1) is 
S-invariant of odd order, the maximality of P implies that P is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of PO(!I), ~~hencc P n O(11) is a S+w 3-subgl-oup of O(N). 
Hence WC need only prove that O,(II) P n O(H). 
\\‘e set II, S,(P n 0(11)), so that LSP C H, It will suftice to show 
that If, covers ~II:O(JI). Indeed, in this case, OLII maximal choice of Ii will 
impI!, that P is a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of N, and that 
(10.1) 
On the other hand, 1’ n O(ff) ( O:,(lf ,) as I’n O(H) , If, . ~Ioreo\-t!r, 
O,(El) C P n O(H) as O,(ff) ; O(H) and I’ n O(D) is a Syl0w 3-subgroup 
of O(R). Hence 
i (A( [{)I ~ P n Ok I OdI-I,)‘. (10.2) 
Combined Gth (IO.]), ux conclude that equality holds in (10.2) and the 
desired assertion O,(H) :-= P n O(II) will follow. 
LI’c have that H, covers H/O(H) bp tl IC Frattini argument and that II 
covers ,11/0(.;11) by definition of TJ, so 
IT -: O(H)(II n II,) (10.3) 
and 
*II = O(M)(M n H), (10.4) 
whence also 
Jl n H = iIf n O(H)(H n 13,). (10.5) 
Si ncc M -== C,(z,) and / O(n) is odd and since S Cr H n II, , it follows 
directly from (10.3) that IIf n H and ;IZ n II n HI have the same imagcs in 
H/O(N). This implies that 
M n H = (M n O(H))(ilf n H n II,). (10.6) 
Furthermore, by (10.4), we have O(M n H) C O(M). Rut clearly izl n O(H) C 
O(31 n H). Thus ;\Z n O(H) (I O(M) and so (10.6) yields 
M n NC O(M)(M n H n /I,) C O(M)(M n H,). (10.7) 
Combined with (10.4), we now obtain that .;I{ C 0(;21)(,1f n H,). ‘I~ILIS, !-I, 
covers ;13/O(M), as required. 
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\2:e note that this last argument clearly applies to any subgroup of G which 
covers H/O(H) and contains S. In particular, if H,, is such a subgroup of H, 
then If,, covers M/O(lW). 
\I:e nest argue that N is 3-constrained within (x1:. Once this is accom- 
plished, wc shall be in a position to establish the lemma. By assumption, 111 
is 3-constrained within x1 . This implies that no element of S ~ ,:~i> 
centralizes 0, . Thus WC need only show that Q, i O(H), for then no element 
of s ~~~ pi will centralize P n O(H) ~ O,(N). Hence if C C&(0,(H)), 
S n (‘ r (2,‘:. Since C 4 II, it will then follow that (pi) contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C, whence C has a normal 2-complement and so C C O(H) ~a,). 
Since 0:,(11) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of O(tl), this will yield that C,(O,(H)) C 
~4,~,:,(O(W) \?I \ and hence that 11 is 3-constrained within CZ,,,. 
However, by Proposition 9.5, H =: If/O(H) is either of 1,yons type 
or isomorphic to a,, . But 0, (_ O(12 n II) -7 ~(C’~(Z~)). If H is of Lyons 
t>yc, then C’B(X~) E A,, , whence O(C’~(q)) 1; while if H g Jii , 
then .I1 n N ~~ 17, whence 0(Cg(~i)) O(H) == I. In either case, 0, 1 
anti 0, cm O(f1), as required. 
In particular, it follows now that C,(O,,(ff)) C O,(II) and hence that 
Z(P) :i O,(N). Setting R =- Z(O,(Z1)), we thus have that Z(P) C E. Hence if 
I/ C’,,(S), we see that L C C,(Z(P)) (7 Xc;(%(P)). Morcovcr, I, is normal 
in If and 11-e conclude from the structure of H that either L i O(H)<,-,:: or 
else that I, COVCI-s H ~- II/O(N) and contains S. In the latter case, it follows 
from the preceding analysis that L, and hence also Yc,(Z(P)), covers ~‘lZ~O(:lZ). 
Thus the lemma holds in this case. 
Xssunle finally that L C: O(ff)/z r>. 1t-e shall argue that J,.(r) c : IJ, whence 
certainly- -Vc,(jr(P)) covers ~lf/O(119), and this will complete the proof of 
the lemma. If false, it follows from the definition of /JP) that there exists 
an Abclian subgroup D of P of maximal rank with D g P n O(I1) =: 03(fI). 
by Proposition 9.6, we have that P ~~~ O:,(N)D and that 1 7’ ~ : 3. Since 
z1 t S’. z1 centralizes P and so l’ :- D Cr dl n HE Al, . Since Z’ is s- 
invariant, it follows now from the remarks preceding the statement of the 
lemma that there is an clement h in 111 n II such that CD, Dh;/ ms SL(2, 5). 
Setting 1. c<D, D”\, wc have that I’;‘O(Y) E SL(2, 5). RIoreover, 
C,(E) IT n L C O(H)(z,::, so I,‘C,(E) involves SL(2, 5) or PSL(2, 5). 
Since any 2-element of H which centralizes 17 _ Q,(E) also centralizes R, 
this in turn implies that I7/C,(F) also involves SL(2, 5) or F’S’142, 5). 
iKo\l- set tl = m(D) and D,, -= I! n O,(ZI), so that ~ I1 : D,, ~ == 3 and 
744) tl ~ 1. Since I; C Z(O:,(H)), FD, is Abclian and so m(FD,,) d. 
Since F is elementary Abelian and m(D,) ,; d ~ 1, this is possible onlv if 
1 F : F n I),, 1 ..: 3. Since F (I II, we have also ~ F : F n /I,,” 3. Setting 
I;;, F n I>,, n D,,“, we see that /F : F,, 1 ..z 9 and that F,, C D n DtL. But 
then both D and Dil centralize F,, , so I7 centralizes F,, . Xoa consider the 
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action of Y on F/F0 which is elementary of order at most 9. Since GL(2, 3) 
is solvable and Y/O(Y) z SL(2, 5), a Sylow 2-subgroup Y0 of I7 must 
centralize F/F,, . Since Y,, centralizes F,, , 1; thus centralizes F, whence Y,, 
centralizes E. However, I-,, is quaternion, while (zi) contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of L = C,(E). This contradiction shows that ,7,(P) s.1 N and 
the lemma is proved. 
By contrast, the analysis for :V is exceedingly simple. We prove the 
following 
LEMMAS 10.3. G possesses a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup Q which 
contains an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(N) such that NCT(Q) covers 
iv/O(N). 
Proof. Let Qt now denote an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(:\). 
It follows at once from the structure of N given in Proposition 9.2 that 
actually Qr C C,(Z) and that Qi is, in fact, a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup 
of both ,V and C,(Z). by the Frattini argument, VG(Q1) covers .V;‘O(N). 
Moreover, by Proposition 9.6(ii), applied to M, we have that Qi .I I. 
Now let Q be an S-invariant 3-subgroup of G containing Qi and maximal 
subject to H == n’,(Q) covering N/O(N). Let P be a maximal S-invariant 
3-subgroup of N, so that P 2 Q. We need only prove that P = Q, for then 
if Q+ is a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of G containing Q, we shall have 
Q = N,,(Q) and this will imply that Q :=m Q* and will yield the lemma. 
Since N is a proper subgroup of G containing S, we can apply Propo- 
sition 9.6. If H/O(H) is isomorphic to ai, or is of Lyons type, then 
I P;P A O(If); ~ 3 and C,(Z) CO(H). On the other hand, Q, c C,(Z) 
and Q, is a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of C,,(Z). Since c’,(Z) is &S- 
invariant, it follows that Qi -= C’,(Z). H owever, this is impossible as 
Q, c Q L O(H), while C,(Z) $ O(H). Th us Proposition 9.6(i) must hold 
and so PCr O(H). 
Setting II, m-= Ai;( we have that Hi covers H/O(H). If we use the fact 
that S :: :“ic;(Z), that j O(H); is odd, and that S i: II n M, , it follows now 
exactly as in the corresponding argument of the preceding lemma, first, that 
:X7 n II and N n Ei n H1 have the same images in H/O(H) and then, from 
this fact, that Hi covers :V/O(,V). 0 ur maximal choice of Q now forces the 
desired conclusion P m-= Q. 
Now we can easily establish the proposition. Let P and Q satisfy the 
conditions of Lemmas 10.2 and 10.3, respectively. Then P, -= P n O(M) 
is an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of O(M). Since M is 3-constrained 
within ‘w ‘) -111 C,\,(P,) C O(M)<a,>. Since M/(0(M), zi) is simple, no 
involution of S,i(z,) can therefore invert PI . Thus C,,(zJ -z Cp,(Z) i 1 
and so C,(Z) -+ I. (Alternatively, we could argue without using the 3- 
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constraint of M that P n M is a maximal S-invariant 3-subgroup of ill and 
then invoke Proposition 9.6(ii) to conclude that C,&Z) # 1, whence 
C,(Z) # 1.) On the other hand, Q contains an S-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup 
Q, of O(N). By Proposition 9.2 or 9.6, C,(Z) C O(N) and so Qrz Z C,(Z) 
for some x in C,(S). Since Q satisfies the conditions of Lemma 10.3 as well 
as Q, we can therefore assume without loss that C,(Z) CQi , whence 
PnQ # 1. 
It follows therefore from Proposition 10.7 that P -: 0” for some element 
y in C,(S). But zr is not isolated in N,(Q) as zi is not isolated in N by 
Proposition 9.2 and N,(Q) covers N/O(N). Since y centralizes S, we conclude 
that zi is not isolated in Ai,( Now set K : N,(Z(P)) or K = N&,.(P)) 
according to which alternative of Lemma 10.2 holds. Thus K covers AZ/O(M). 
Since Z(P) and Jr(P) are characteristic in P, we also have that PS C K and 
that zr is not isolated in K. Proposition 9.5 now yields that K = K/O(K) 
is of Lyons type. In particular, O(C,(,;)) = I and this implies that 
P, (I O(K). Thus K is a 3-local subgroup which satisfies all the conditions 
of Proposition 10.1 and the proof is complete. 
Il. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
1Ve can now easily establish Theorem B. \!Te first prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Theorem B holds if O(M) = 1. 
Proof. If O(M) = 1, then M z a,,, or Ai, by Proposition S.l(ii). 
However, by a result of Lyons [ 181, there is no fusion-simple group in which 
centralizer of an involution is isomorphic to Ai, . Thus 32 z L!,, . Since G 
has only one conjugacy class of involutions by Proposition 8.1(i), it follows 
that G is of Lyons type. Thus Theorem B holds in this case. 
Since G is, by choice, a minimal counterexample to Theorem B, we have 
O(M) f 1 by the preceding proposition. We shall derive a contradiction 
from this fact. However, we need one preliminary result. 
PROPOSITION 11.2. G is balanced. 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that G is not balanced. Since 
LVZ/O(M) s A,, or Ai, , we see that all involutions of S - (z,) are conjugate 
in M. Since also G has only one conjugacy class of involutions, it follows 
that 
D = o(W n C&,) $2 O(G(4). 
Set fl ~~ C,(Z,) and H ~~ H,'O(fI). \Ve know that r, ,S n I1 and 
that T, is of index 2 in a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. But 11 is a T,-invariant 
subgroup of H of odd order with D dO(lI) and so D is a nontrivial 7’,- 
invariant subgroup of H. Since II - ,2Z, /I y A,,, or A,, and it follows 
directly from the structure of these groups that II ‘2 AJ,, , that / 1) 1 : 3. 
and that ‘1 does not centralize I) (since Tc/<',-, is of tyc AZ,,). The last two 
conditions imply that T, does not centralize an S-invariant Sylow 3..subgroup 
I’ of O(dl) and that 1) n O(D) contains every 3’-element of D. 
15-c at-gue now that :I[ satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition IO. I. By the 
above argument, :WO(:1/) s d,, and so WC: need only show that JI is 3- 
constrained within Iz,)~. I-Jowcver, as AZ/ 0(_11), z,> mu -II1 and hence is 
simple, a standard argument shows that either this is the cast or 
ill O(,lI) C,,(P). H owwcr, in the latter case, C,,,(P) \vould contain a 
Sylow Z-subgroup of G. Since S C AT,,,(P) and C’,,,(P) 1 j :1:,,(P), this would 
imply that S i C,,(P), contrary to the fact that 7’, ( S and 7’? does not 
centralize P. Thus ilI is 3-constrained within ~1~ . 
\\.c conclude therefore from Proposition IO. I that G contains a 3-local 
subgroup K such that K -7 S, O(K) contains an S-in\ ariant Sylow 3-subgroup 
of O(.lZ) (which without loss WC may assutnc to be 1’) and that K:O(I<) is of 
I,\ons tvpc. By definition of II, a S\ Ion 3-subgroup of /I can bc taken 
to- be Ci.(z,) 1;11- some S-invariant SylOw 3-subgroup -Y of O(:lI). Replacing 
K by a suitable conjugate by an clcmcnt of (,‘o(,,)(S). WC 11iay alsO assunlc 
that S ~~~ 1 and hence that P n I1 is a S!.low 3-subgroup of I). 
\\:c ha\-e sho\vvn abolc that II fi O(F1) contains cvcry i’-clement of /I. 
Hence g I’ n D a O(H). On th c other hand, by the st-ructure of K/O(K), 
we have that I1 O(l-l)(K n Ff), ahencc II = K n H. But (,, i O(K) and 
so [Cl, I< n H] is of odd order. Hence [O, k- n I!] [,O, H] is of odd order. 
Since [Q, If] -.I II and O(U) I, it follows that [Q, Ci] 1. Thus !, 
centralizes H and so Q I, contrary- to the fact that 0 =- I-’ n 11 1) 1. 
\lTe know now that G is balanced of 2-t-a& 4 \vith O(G) : I. By Lemma 
7.1(1-i), WC‘ also have that G is connected. Furthermore, since G has onl\, 
one conjugacv class of involutions, Proposition X.S(ii) implies that thi 
centralizer of e\-crv involution of G is Zgcneratcd. Thus the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.3 are alI satisfied and wt’ conclude that O(C,(s)) I for ever! 
involution ,Y of G. In particular, O(lll) 1, which is not the USC’. This 
contradiction completes the proof of ‘J’heorvtn B. 
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